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FOREWORD

One of the Iargest, most sophisticated and
most flexibfe command and control facilities in
the world, NASATs Mission Control Center has
been the focal point of the U- S. manned space
program since Gemini 4 in June, 1965.

From launch through recovery, around the
clock, successive teams of flight controllers,
systems experts and medical personnel maintain
an unblinking watch on the spacecraft and crew'
Their eyes and ears are 43 tracking stations
scattered around the globe. From ship and
plane, from Canton and Tananarive, from Spain
and Africa and lonely islands in the Pacific
come thousands of pieces of information on
vehicle performance, astronaut heartbeat, the
temperature of the cabin and the flight path'
By radar and radio, by land l-ine and undersea
cable, a steady stream of coded signals feeds
into the control center's giant computer com-
plex.

But it is men --
make the decisions.
useful as the ease
men can reach it.

not computers -- who must
The information is onlY as

and speed with which those

The ecruipment which does that job includes
I ttTo cabinels of erectrical and electronic
;f equipment, I33 television cameras and 557 re-

ceivers, 52 million feet -- 10,000 miles -- of
wire, 2 million wire connections, and the larg-
est assembly of television switching eguipment
in the world. At the touch of a button or the
turn of a dial, flight controllers at 171 con-
soles can call to their individual tel-evision
screens any one of several thousand computer-
upilated graphs' tables or pictures.

At the front of the twin Mission Operations
Control Rooms, nassive expanses of rear-
projection screens disptay television images,
maps, and the constantly-rnoving bright line
which is the spacecraft's wavering track across
the world map. To the right and left, IO-by-IO
foot plotting screens show animated graphs of
critical flight dynamic data as it is gathered'
Ringing the top of displays and consoles are
cornputer-driven readouts of countdowns, elapsed
times, Greenwich Mean Time and system status'
There are 16 multi-channel chart recorders,
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20,00O discrete events indicators, and six hard_
copy printers which can photograph automatically
any display appearing on the console television
monitors, and produce six dry paper copies per
second. The display and control system, with
its associated computer/display interface and
high-resolution television network, requires the
support of 64 digital-to-television converters,
and two solid-state video switching matrices
larger than those in the major television net-
works.

A comrmrnications system includes electronics
for handling more than 2O0 different tlpes of
telemetry, voice communications, a pneumatic
tube system, a high-speed teletype system, and
a separate system for biornedical data analysis
and display.

fn a nearby building, the Apollo Simulation,
Checkout and Training System (ASCATS) provides
realistic simulation of manned missions for
training both flight crews and fliqht control
personnel. The system links the Mission Control
Center with flight-cre$/ trainers located at the
Manned Spacecraft Center and Cape Kennedy, F1a.,
and with simulated "remote sites" used for
training the men who will man the tracking sta-
tions during an actual mission.

The simulation system provides a way of pre-
testing each mission, its procedures, its ftight
crew and operations personnel by purposely in-
troducing "emergency situations.'. potential
weak points are detected and corrected before
they becorne a problem, and astronauts and flight
controllers have a chance to build mutual con-
fidence in each other before the mission is
flown-

As a prine contractor for the Mission Control
Center, Philco-Ford began designing, developing
and implenenting these systems i_n March, 1963.
Under separate contracts, the fBM Corporation
provided the Real-Time Computer Complex and
Univac the Cormnunications processor, while
Philco vras responsible for the integration of
their efforts into the centerrs systems.

In a sense, that job is sti11 going on.

During the past three years configtrration of
the MCC has changed from flight to flight as
each new mission met the problems of a new and
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tl
unknown flight environment, the necessity for an Aearly commitment to final mission design, l_imi-

AAP - Apollo Applicatior.rffi
tations in ground-based simulati"" r".iiiti".l I I - ABLATToN - The shedding of excessive heat from a
and the sheer scope and complexity of manned I I :l:li:t,:I.::f?tir":l"n or mertins of spe-r I :l:1ry desisned coarins *.t.riui=,t"ir"ii".

Inaterial). The ApoJ-lo heat shiel_d dispersesre-entry heat in this manner; the thrustThe lOOO-man team that makes up philco I re-entry heat in this manner; the thrust
Houston operations builds and installs .rew ta.a- t 

chamber of the service propulsion engine is
ware or modifies existing equipment as needed afso abl-atively cooled.
for individual Apol1o flights' provides opera- ABORT - To cut short a ]aunch or mission becausetional support during the flights themserires, I of equipment fail-ure or other problems,performs analyses and requirement studies, does I A,/C _ Aircraftroutine maintenance and conducts a constant
series of validation tests to insure the readi- AC - Al-ternating Current
ness of the center 

I 
^ 

oa" _ Astronaut Control consoJ-e
The fj-rst manned fliqht of Project Apo1lo is ACCELERATToN - Rate of gain in velocity.about to open the final chapter in man's first

sii":i::"i:F=:,;:if::;i:li*";.i':il"t"'il:' I -T"":::H::t;::Hl";fiHf"ii";:fi:;:i:.

never wal_ked. axes and sends siqnals to the gnridance com_puter, displays, etc.
But in a larger sense this is the b

rarher than the end -- the introductij;nil"1":., r *Ty::ili1.-.;,:il':;"::::":.;;:ln"li"il!nri,]ru
era in manrs conquest of the unknown. Phj-lco under pressure, or a computer device whichHousron operations is proud ro be a parr of rhar 

I :::;:;::trj::"::ir;:l;:ff.#"js it addsbeginning.

ACE - Attitude Control El-ectronics; AutomaticI ^".":T::::':::;:-""'
ACKAID - Acquisition Aid (optical tracker)

I 
A.ME - Attitude control and. Maneuver Er-ectronics
ACMR - Attitude Control and. Maneuver Rate

I il, T..,.:""::::,::";ilj:::"T:::::*'
ACQ - Acquisition
ACQUfSITION - process of locating an orbitingspacecraft to begin tracking or gathering

telemetry data. Acquisition arul trackingtadar searches for and 1ocks onto a strongsignal, and tracks it automatically. Acqii_sition of signaL (Aos) is the time at whicha given station begins receiving data fromthe spacecraft.
ACS - Attitude Control- System ; Attitude

and Stabilization; Automatic Checkout
Control
System

-l
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ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT - Experiment for mea-
suring the elastic properties of the lunar
surface. Part of AISEP (see ALSEP).

ACTUATED CIiARCOAL - Substance used to remove
odors from cabin and suit oxygen supply as
it is recirculated.

ACTUATORS - Devices which transform an electri-
cal signal into a mechanical motion, using
hydraulic or pneumatic power.

ACV - Alternating Current Volts
ADA - Angular Differentiating Accelerorneter

ADAPTER SKIRT - A flange or extension of a
booster stage or spacecraft section into
which the next stage or section fits.

ADfABATIC - Without gain or loss of heat.

AE - Ascent Engine (Iunar module)

AXC - Aft Equipment Bay (see definition)
AELD (S) - Ascent Engine Latching Device (and

Sequencer)

AEROEMBOLIST'I - Decompression sickness; the
bends. Fornation of gas bubbles (chiefly
nitrogen) in the blood vessels, caused by
too-rapid change from high to 1ow pressure.
The Apollo spacecraft uses a nitrogen/oxygen
cabin atmosphere during launch and its first
few orbits; then switches to l00t oxygen.'

AEROPAUSE - Boundary area between denser atmos-
phere and space

AFDO - Assistant plight Dynamics Officer
AFETR - Air Force Eastern Test Range (forrnerly

Atlantic Missile Range)

AFP - Alternate Flight plan

I AFT EeUfpMEMI BAy - Storage area beneath the
I crew couches in the conunand rnodule used forrr pressure suits and spare parts, life vests,unbillicals, lithium hydroxi_de cannisters,
I helnets and portable Life support systems.
I Arso, an unpressurized storage area i-n theIt lunar npdule for electronic equipment, bat_teries, oxygen supply and cooiing eguipment.

I AFTERBODY - A companion body that trails a
ll spacecraft in orbit, anything from a dis-

carded clamp ring to a spent launch vehicle
stage.

*nl"; 3::: :';,:;:i":::"$:i:;'"="*' Ascent n *':IYil 
;"ff:*?'J::H:""::":':#r*':"i:

A&E - Azimuth and Elevation off'
AFT fMIERSTAGE - Rearmost portion of the second

and third stages of Saturn launch vehicles.
The S-fVB aft interstage remains with the
spent stage below it during staging and
houses retrorockets to slow the spent stagein flight. The S-fI interstage houses
second-stage ullage rockets and is discardedafter second stage main engines ignite.

A/G - Air-to-Ground (voice conununications)
AGACS - Automatic Air-to-Ground Comrnunications

System

AGC - Apollo (spacecraft) Guidance Computer;
Automatic Gain (or Guidance) Control.

AGCS - Automatic Ground Control System (or Sta_tion; see definition)
AGCU - Attitude Gyro Coupling Unit (stabiliza_

tion and controL system)

AERoTHERIIToDYNAMIC BORDER - Altitude (about IOO I, -l
miles) above which the atmosphere is too thin I Ito generate significant heat against a re-
entering spacecraft.

*Yfli;":il::: 
ifil,T:3"i: ::::l: :::';::.'' I

scent engines, and in the service propulsion
engine; half unsynunetrical dimethyl hydrazine 

-and half nonomethyl hydrazine. It is stor- I
able and hypergolic (see definition) in the I
presence of nitrogen tetroxide.

AFC - Automatic Frequency Control 
I

AFCS - Autonatic Fliqht Control System I
AFD - Assistant Flight Director

, AGNE - Apollo Guidance and Navigation Equipment
AGRAVIC - pertaining to a weightless condition
AGS - Abort Gui_dance System
A/H/O - Itbort/HoId/Orbit (tracking network)
AIRGLOW - Faint visible 1i9ht appearing in theupper atmosphere at night.
Af, - Apolune (see definition)
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ALBEDO - Reflecting power of any object in

space, e:<pressed as the ratio of reflected
light to the total amount of 1i9ht falling
on the object. Albedo has a great effect on
the internal temperature of a spacecraft.

AIDS - Apollo Launch Data System

ALEMS - Apollo LM Sensors

AISEP - Apollo Lunar Surface E:cperiments pack-
a!te, a 280 1b. package stored in the descent
stage of the lunar npdule containing eight
experirnents to be left on the lunar surface
after the astronauts departure. Contains
its own pohrer supply and transmitting station
for returning information to Earth.

ALTDS - Apo1lo Launch Trajectory Data Subsystem
(part of ALDS)

ALVII - Assistant Launch Vehicle Monitor
AM - Aeromedical Monitor
AMBIENT - Surrounding environmental condition,

such as pressure or temperature.

AMC - Aeromedical Monitor Console (in the MCC)

Al4P - Amplifier
AMPLIDYNE - Special type of direct-current gen-

erator used in servo systems as a poerer
amplifier, in which output voltage responds
to changes in field excitation.

AMS - Apollo Mission Sirnulator

ANALOG COMPUTER - Computer which works on the
principal of measuring (linear lengths, voit-
ages, etc.) as ilistinguished from counting.
An analog control computer in the instrument
unit of the Saturn generates commands for
engine actuators and the APS thrusters.

ANECHOIC - Without echoesi may refer to sound
or radio-wave echoes.

ANACOUSTIC ZONE - Zone above 100 miles altitude,
where the thinning atmosphere will no longer
carry sound.

ANG - Antigua MSFN station (see ANTIGUA)

ANGEL - Radar echo caused by something not visi-
ble to the eye.

ANGLE OF ATTACK - Acute angle between a refer-
ence axis in the spacecraft and the line of
ftight. See Q-BALL.

ANGULAR ACCELERATION - Acceleration around an
axis (see ATTITTDE).

ANIIYDROUS - Free of water.
ANNULAR SPACE - Space between the double walls

of a fuel or other storage tank, usually
pumped out to a nearly perfect vacuum for
insulating the tank. Cryogenic tanks aboard
the service module are so well insulated in
this manner that ice cubes placed inside the
tank would take 8 L/2 years to melt.

ANOMALISTIC PERIOD - The perigee-to-perigee
interval; the time between a spacecraftrs
arrival at perigee on one orbit and perigee
on the next.

ANOXfA - A eorftplete Lack of available oxygen.
Hypoxia, or lack of suffieient oxygen, is
preferred.

ANT - Antig"ua DoD-Eastern Test Range Station
(see below).

ANTfGUA - Antigua Island (U.K.), in the west
Indies east of Puerto Rico, site of t\^ro
tracking stations. The MSFN station (ANG) is
equipped with a 3o-foot antenna and S-Band
facilities for earth-orbital and limited
lunar-mission support. The DoD-Eastern Test
Range station (ANT) is eguipped with C-Band,
UHF comnand, VHF voice and telemetry facili-
ties for near-earth-orbital mission support.

AOH - Apo1lo Operations Handbook

AORA - Atlantic Ocean Recovery Area

AOS - Acquisi-tion of Signal (see ACQUISITION);
Acquire on Sigmal (conunand network)

APA - Abort Progranmer Assembly

APEX COVER - Cover over the forward compartrnent
(point) of the command module, which is jet-
tisoned before the parachute system operates
during landing.

APTmLION - The point in any object's orbit most
distant from the sun.

APO - Apollo Program Office (at NASA Headquar-
ters, Washington, D. C. See ASPO)

APOGEE - Highest point in an elliptical orbit
about the eartht as a verb, to reach apogee.

APOLLO - NASATs rnanned lunar landing program,
and the spacecraft which was built to achieve
it. Originally, the Greek god of light,

I
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prophecy, and of rembarkers and disembar_
kersr" twin brother of Artemis, the moon god_
dess. -

APOLUNE - The highest point in an orbit about Ithe moon; also called apocynthi.on.
APS - Auxiliary propulsion System (of S_WB) i ?Ascent propulsion system (of lunar module), IAuxiliary power System

APU - Auxili_ary propulsion Unit (see AUXILIARY
PRoPULSToN SYSTEM) 

|AQ - Acquistion Message

AQUAID - Acquisition Aid
ARIA - Apollo Range Instrumentation Aircraft. f

converted C-l35rs used as part of the track_ a
ing networK (see MANNED SPACE FLIGHT NET-
woRK).

ARIS - Advanced pange Instrumentation Ship,
ships used as tracking stations (see IaANNED
SPACE FLIGHT NETWORK).

ARODS - Airborne Radar Orbi_tal Determination
System (Saturn launch vehicles)

ARS - Attitude Reference System (stabilization
and control system)

ARTC - ALSEP Rea1-Time Computer (see AISEP)
ARTS - ALSEP Real-Time System (see ALSEP)

AS - ApoJ-lo-Saturn (usually followed by booster
nunber); Ascent Stage

ASA - Abort Sensor Assembly

ASC - Ascension DoD-Eastern Test Range station(see ASCENSIOIT)

ASCATS - Apollo Simulation, Checkout and Train_
ing System (see FOREWORD)

ASCENSfON - Ascension Island (U.K.), in the
South Atlantic off the coast of Africa, siteof two tracking stations. The MSFN station
(aCU) is equipped with a 3O-foot dual antenna
and S-Band facilities for earth-orbital andIimited lunar mission support. The DOD-
Eastern Test Range station (eSC) is equipped
with C-Band and VHF telemetry recording fici_lities only, for near-earth orbital mission
support.

ASCENT ENGTNE - The 3500-pound thrust engine inthe ascent stage of the lunar module, used

12
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for launch from the moon's surface and orbi-
tal adjustment, or pre-Ianding abort.

ASCENT STAGE - The top half of the lunar module'
housing crew, controls and ascent engine.
Used as a base of operations on the moon and
to return the crew to the comnand module in
lunar orbit.

ASE - Active seismic Experiment (see definition)
ASM - Apollo Systems Manual

ASPO - Apo1lo Spacecraft Program Office (at l'lSC,
Houston. See APO)

ASTRO - Astronaut

ASTRONOMICAL UNIT - Mean distance betvteen earth
and sun (92,9O7 

'000 miles), used as a unit
for measuring star distances.

ATCA - Attitude and Translatj-on Control Assembly

ATCE - Attitude and Translation Control Elec-
tronics; Ablative Thrust Chamber Engine

ATM - Apollo Telescope Mount

ATR - Atlantic Tracking Range

AIS - Atlantic Tracking ShiP

ATTITUDE - Position or orientation of the space-
craft as deterrnined by the incli-nation of its
axes to some reference line or plane. The
spacecraftrs nose may be pitehed up or down,
moving around the Y (lateral) axis; Axued to
one side or the other, moving around the Z

(vertical) axis, or tolled around its X

(longitudinal) axis. The way it is pointed
does not change its speed or dj-rection of
travel in orbit.

ATTITUDE CONTROL MODE - One of eight modes in
which the stabilization and control system
may be used; automatically maintains space-
craft attitude.

ATTITUDE GYRO ACCELEROMETER ASSEMBLY - Part of
the stabilization and control system. Three
body-mounted gyroscopes to sense attitude
changes along three axes, and an accelero-
meter to measure acceleration.

AUDIO CEITTER - Portion of the command module
communications system including earphone and
microphone controls, voice-operated relay
controls and the voice recorder.

AURORA - Northern lights; sporadic light display
in the upper atmosphere over high lattitudes'
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AUTOI{ATIC GROI'ND CONTROL STATION - Concrete
blockhouse beneath the launch umbilical
tohrers at Saturn fB launch pads, containing
computer and checkout equipment used during
prelaunch tests and a distribution point for
high pressure gases.

AUXILIARY PROPULSTON SYSTEII{ - six sma].l (I5O-
pount thrust) attitude control engines on the
Saturn S-IVB stage, plus a pair of associated
ullage control engines, used to control the
attitude of the stage and the spacecraft
joined to it during the earth orbital coast
period.

AXfS - Any of three strai_ght J_j_nes about which a
spacecraft rotates (see ATTITUDE; X-, y-,
Z-AXIS) r one of a set of reference li_nes for
a coordinate systen.

AZ - Azimuth (see definition)
AZ&EL - Azi.muth and Elevation
AZIMUTH - The horizontal bearing of any object

from a fixed point or direction (usually true
north) measured in degrees.

AZUSA - A radar tracking and vectoring system
operating on the C-Band, used to determine
space position and velocity.

BACKOUT - The undoing of things. already done
during a countdown, usual-1y in reverse order.

BACKPACK - A self-contaj_ned portable life sup-
port system

BACKUP - An item or system kept available to
replace one which fails; an astronaut or
astronaut crew trained to replace the prime
pilot(s) i-n event of illness or death.

BAHAMA - Grand Bahana Island, off the Florida
coast, site of two tracking stations. The
MSFN station (GB!,l) is equipped with a 3O-foot
antenna and S-Band capability for earth orbi-
tal and linited lunar nission support. The
DoD-Eastern Test Range station (GBI) is
equipped with C-Band radar, VHF command and
UHF voice and telernetry capabilj_ty for ear,th
orbital and limited lunar mission support.

BAILISTIC TRAJECTORY - The flight path followed
by a space vehicle after its propulsive force
is cut off, provided it does not attain orbit.
Often used as a synonlzm for a high-arcing,
up-and-down "lob shot" in which a spacecraft

1-

is boosted into space briefly and returns to
earth downrange.

BAND-PASS FfLTER - A combination of capacitors
and inductors in an electrical circuit that
transrnits only frequencies within a selected
band. (see S-geNOr C-BAND.)

BARRIER REEFS - Test-pilot slang for the danger
areas of fliqht.

BAT - Battery
BAYS - Storage areas in the comnand and lunar

nodul-es (see AFT EQUIPI,IENT BAY, LOWER EeUIP-
MENT BAY, etc.)

BCD - Binary Coded Decirnal (see BINARY NOTATION)

BDA - Bermuda MSFN Station (see Bermuda)

BEF - Blunt-End Forward (refers to spacecraftrs
heat-shield-forward position) .

BEM - Biomedical and Environmental Monitor
(flight surgeon)

BER - Bit Error Rate (see erf)
BERMUDA - Site of MSFN Station eguipped with a

3O-foot antenna and S-Band facilities for
earth orbital and limited lunar mission sup-
port.

BETA SIGNAL, BETA FEEDBACK - A signal from the
enginers hydraulic system to indi.cate engine
deflection.

BFP - Band-Pass Filter (see definition)
BGA - Backup Guidance System

BIA - Boost, Insertion and Abort
BINARY NOTATION - A system of expressing figures

for use in computers which utilitizes only
two digi-ts, one and zero. Bi.rnry Coded Deei-
mal is a specialized form of binary notation.

BIOMED - Biomedical; Astronaut Biomedical Data
(communications network)

BfOMEDICINE - Science concerned with analyzing
human tolerance to stress environrnents such
as space flight.

BIOSENSORS - Sna1l devi-ces attached to crew mem-
bers to sense heartbeat and respiration rate.

BIPROPELLANT - Utilizing two propellants, usual-
1y fuel and an oxidizer, which are fed sep-
arately into the thrust charnber.
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BIRD - Slang for satellite, spacecraf,t or
booster.

BIT - Abbreviation of binary digit. Snallest
unit of computer-coded inforrnation, carried
by a single digit of binary notation.

BK - Block; Blocked

BLACK BOX - An autonatic control or assisting
unit which can be inserted or removed from a
larger system as a single package, without
knowledge of its internal structure.

BLACKOUT - The fadeout of radio communicati_on
between spacecraft and ground during re-entry
due to the signals not being able to pepe-
trate a sheath of ionized air particles
caused by re-entry heat.

BLEED - To remove a1l or part of the contents of
a tank or fuel line. As a noun, ,'bleedoff .,'

BLEED{YCLE OPERATION - Operation of liquid-
fueled rocket engines j-n which the turbopump
is driven by hot gasses bled from the com-
bustion chamber of the main engine during
rnainstage operation.

BLOCK I, BLOCK II - Designatj_on for Apolto
spacecraft. Block I spacecraft were of an
earlier desi-gn, for the first earth orbitat
missions, while Block II spacecraft incor-
porated later design changes and were for use
with late earth-orbital and lunar missions.
The delay caused by the spacecraft fire in
January, 1966, however, has made the terms
largely obsolete. The spacecraft used for
the first manned mission is a Block f space-
craft with most of the Block II changes
incorporated; aI1 other manned mission space-
craft will be Block II.

BLOCKHOUSE - Launch Control Center at pads 34,
37 or 39, Cape Kennedy, or the Automatic
Ground Control Stations at pads 34 or 37.

BLOWOUT DISK - Thin metal diaphragm used as a
safety device to relieve excessive gas pres-
sure.

BMAG - Body-Mounted Attitude Gyro (see below)

BMDADS - Biomedical Data Analysis and Display
System

BMG - Body-Mounted Gyro

BODY-MOUI.IIED ATTITUDE GYRos - Three gyroscopes
rnounted parallel to spacecraft axes in the

?
stabil_ization and control system to senseattitude dispJ-acement and send a corrective
signal to the reaction control system thrust_ers, and to the flight director attitude
indicator.

BOE - Blackout Exit Time (see BLACKOUT); often
preceded by "GMT" or ,'GET.,'

BOf - Blackout Initiation Time (see above).
BOfLERPLATE - Metal mockup of spacecraft builtto same size, weight, and confign:ration andwith the same center of gravity as a manned

model, but without all the "rorki.rg', internalparts.
BOILOFF - The vaporization of super_cold liguids(cryogenic fuels) in the tanks, usually dur_ing the final period of countdown; the

"steam" seen around the booster on the pad.
BOOSTER - Launch vehicle, as opposed to thespacecraft; Booster Systems Engineer (flight

control nosition).

BOOST PROTECTIVE COVER - The cover over the corn_
mand module which is attached to the launch
escape tower and jettisoned with the towerafter launch.

BOOTSTRAP - Self-sustaining cycle; especially,
liguid rocket engines in which the gas gen_erator is fed by the main propellants pumpedby the turbopump, which in tuin is driven byhot qasses from the gas generator system.

BOW WAVE - Shock wave in front of space vehicleduring launch or re-entry.
BP - Blood pressure; Boiling point; Boilerplate
BPC - Boost protective Cover. In Apol1o, thecover over the corunand module which is at_

tached to the launch escape tower and jetti_
soned with the tower.

BPM - Bits per Minute (telemetry data); Beats
Per Minute (heartrate); Breaths per Minute(respiration rate).

BPS - Bits, Beats or Breaths per Second (see
above)

BRAIN BUCKET - pressure suit helmet; crash hel_
met.

BRAKfNG ELLfPSES - A series of ellipses aroundthe earth, each one skimming furlher into the
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atnosphere, followed by a spacecraft return_
ing from lunar orbit. Has the effect of
slowing the spacecraft gradually before full
re-entry.

BRAKfNG R_ETROS - Set of eight retrorockets on
the Saturn Vrs first stage, or set of four
on the aft interstage of the S_rVB stage(Saturn IB and Saturn V) which slow the spent
stage of the launch vehicle after staging.

BREMSTRAHLUNG - German for braking radiation;
electromatic radiation produced by the rapidvelocity change of a fast charged partical(electron) as it is deflected by the nucleus
of an atorn.

BR-ENNSCHLUSS - cerman for cornbustion termina_
tion; the moment at which rocket propulsion
ends or is shut down.

BRTDGEWIRE _ See EXPI,ODING BRTDGEWIRE

BSE - Booster Systems Engineer (flight controlposition)
BSI - Booster Situation Indicator
BTC - Begin Telernetry Cycle
BTM - Booster Telemetry Monitor
BTU - British Thermal Unit, a measure of heat;

the anpunt of heat it takes to raise one
pound of water one degree F. at its maximum
density.

BU - Backup

BUBBLfNG - A system for keeping the temperature
of liquid fuel or oxygen uniform throughout
its container during fueling and before pres_
surization of the tank. Gaseous nitrogen is
bubbled through suction lines for Rp_1 fuel
and gaseous helium through liquid oxygen
lines in the Saturn IB or V first stage.

BITFFETTING - Random, uncontrolled spacecraft or
booster "wobble" caused by turbulance at high
speed in the atmosphere.

BUG - (l) Unidentified problem in any compli_
cated system. (2) Slang term for two-nan
lunar module, based on its awkward, bulging
planes and angles and its supporting legs.

BUGS - Backup Guidance System

BULKHEAD - Dome-shaped segment enclosing end of
a propellant tank.

BUR - Backup Rate

f
BURN - Noun or verb, the firing of engines orto fire them, particularly ipacecraft en_

giles.durlng a translatioi *^a.reu.r... Butnvlme Is the length of the thrusting period.
BURNOUT - Moment when booster exhausts its fuel.Bttz,nout ueloeity is velocity ui-""".a momentof burnout.
BURN POND - Concrete pond containing an under_water burner vent used to disposJ of dan_gerous gasses such as hydrogen which arevented from vehicl" o, gro,-,.rd storage pro_pellant tanks.
BURP - Backup nate (of) pitch
BURR - Backup Rate (of) Roll
BURST DfAPHRAGM - Same as BLOWOU? DrSK.
BURY - Backup Rate (of) yaw

BUS - Main circuit for transfer of electricalcurrent.
BUTTON Up - To c1ose, lock and seal completel,yany unit or vehicle such as the spacecraft.
BW - Bandwidth

BYTE - A combination of bits (normally g) repre_senting one letter, one digit of a number,or other character (see Sif).
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C - Centigrade (see definition) c
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CABfN_SYSTEM - System for controlling commandnodule temperature arrd pres"ure. '
CAL - South Vandenburg, Calif., DOD_Western TestRange station, equipped with c_saia radar andVHF telemetry recording for ne31._earth orbi_tal mission support.
CAI,fBRATfON - Adjustments to the accuracy of ameasuring device by comparing its readings toa known standard of accuracy. -

CALIFORNIA - See CAL above.
CANARDS - Blunt ,'wings,, on nose cone of launchescape system which open and lock into placewhen the system is used; u..oafrr.rni. forceson the canards tip the 

"pu...rlti into ablunt-end-downward posit-ion rra."="".y to,earth landing.
CANARY - Grand Canary Island (Spain), off theMorroccan coast of Africa, ,it" oi MSFN sta_tion equipped with 3O_foot 

""t""rr. and S_Band
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capabilities for earth-orbital and limited
lunar mission support.

CANBERRA - Canberra, Australia, MSFN station
operated for NASA by the Australian Depart-
ment of Supply; one of three stations for
full lunar mission support, equipped with an
85-foot dual antenna and S-Band capability.

CAMION - Canton Tsland, in the South Pacific
north of Sanoa, site of MSFN station equip-
ped with C-Band radar and VHF voice and tele-
metry recording for near-earth orbital nis-
sion support.

CAPCOM - Capsule Communicator; the console posi-
tion in the MCC (usua1ly manned by an astro-
naut) for giving voice directions and infor-
mation on the crew, either by direct trans-
mission or thru a renote tracking site.

CAPE - Cape Kennedy FIa., site of DOD-Eastern
Test Range station, equipped with C-Band
radar for near-earth orbital mission support.

CAPILLARY ACTION - Area of special study under
zero-G. The tendency of liquids to rise or
fall in narrow tubes, particularly fuels in
tanks or pipelines.

CAPSEP - Capsule separation (from booster)

CAPSULE - Spacecraft; sealed, pressurized cabin
with life-sustaininq environment.

CARNARVON - Carnarvon, Australia, site of MSFN
station operated for NASA by the Australian
Department of Supply, equipped with 3O-foot
dual antenna and S-Band facilities for earth
orbital and linited lunar mission support.

CAS - Crewman Alignment Sight (see definition)
CASRS - Countdown and Status Receiving Status

CAsTs - Countdown and Status Transrnission system

CAUTION AND !{ARNING SYSTEM - System which moni-
tors malfunctions or cri-tical conditions of
spacecraft systems, causing status light anct
the master alarm light to illuminate and give
a warning buzz.

CAVITATION - Rapiil formation and collapse of
vapor pockets in a flowing liquid at low
pressure; causes structural damage to rocket
components. Formation of partial vacur:m in a
pump, such as fuel pump.

cB - C-Band (see definition); Circuit Breaker

?.

CBA - C-Band Antenna (transponder)
C-BAND - Tracking radar system for manned spacefIight, in near-earth orbit, operating in the

55OO-megacycle region. C-eand provides
tracking and ranging information only. See
S-BAND.

C-BAND TRANSPONDER - C-Band transmitter/receiv_
ers, located in four places around base of
command module; provide two-way tracking andranging during launch, earth orbit and re_entry.

CBC - Complete Blood Count
CBX - C-Band Transponder

CC - Computer Conmand, an operational supportposition (console) in the MCC; Cubic Centi_
meter (volume)

C&C - Command and Control
CCATS - Cornmand, Corununication and Telemetry

System (in MCC)

CCC - Conmand Conununications Console; CCATS Com_
mand Controller

CCDP - Command Control Dial panel
CCGE - Cold Cathode Gauge Experiment (see defi_nition)
CCIA - Console Computer Interface Adapter
CCMTA - Cape Canaveral Missile Test Annex
CCP - Computer Control panel

CCS - Conmunication and Control System; Console
Cormnunications System

CCTV - Closed Circuit Television
CCW - Counterclockwise

CD - Countdown

C&D - Control and Display
CDH - Constant Height Difference Maneuver
CDP - Central Data processor

CDR - Conmrander (see SPACECRAFT COMMANDER)

CDU - Coupling Display Unit (see definition)
CEK - Computer Entry Keyboard

CELESTfAI - pertaining to the stars. CelestiaL
MeeTnnies is the study of the theory pertain_
ing to the motions of bodies in gravitational
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fields. Celestial Nauigation is onboard
navigation using stars for reference.

CEMIER CoUcH - The middle of the three crew
couches in the command module, which is hing-
ed to fold down so that the crewnan may stand
upright at the navi-gator's position.

CENTER OF GRAVITY - Central point of a body with
regard to the distribution of its rnass; the
point at which its weight is centered.

CENTI - Prefix meaning one-hundredth

CENTIGRADE - Temperature scale on which water
boils at 100 degrees and freezes at 0 de-
grees. To convert to degrrees Fatrenheit,
multiply by 9, divicte the result by 5 and add
32 degrees.

CENTRAL TIMING EQUIPI4ENT - The part of the tele-
conununications system which synchronizes the
tirne-critical functions in the spacecraft by
giving elapsed time in a binary-coded format.

CENTRIFUGAL FORCE - In a rotating body, the
force which pushes away from the center of
rotation.

CENTRIFUGE - Large motordriven apparatus with
long arm which can be revolved at high speed
to simulated prolonged acceleration.

CENTRIPEDAI FORCE - In a rotating body, force
directed toward the center of rotation.

CEP - Circular Error Probable; Computed Ephe-
meris Position (see EPHEMERIS)

CES - Control Electronics System (lunar module)

CET - Capsule ElaPsed Time

CF - Center Frequency

CFM - Cubic Feet Per Minute

CG - Center of GravitY

CGSS - Cryogenic Gas storaqe system

CHAMBER PRESSURE - Pressure in combustion cham-
ber of rocket engine.

CHAN - Channel

CHARACTERISTIC VELoCITY - Slxn of all the velo-
cities that have to be overcome in braking
spacecraft, at a particular point in flight.

CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR ETWIRONI4ENT EXPERII4ENT -
Measures proton and electron fluxes on the
lunar surface. Part of AI,SEP (see ALSEP)'

CHILLDOWN - Process of cooling down fueling
system of launch pad or fuel tank prior to
loading cryogenic fuels such as liguid oxy-
gen and liquid hydrogen.

CHIJFFING, CHUGGING - Irregular puffing noise
resulting from combustion instability in a
rocket.

C&I - Comnunications and Instrumentation

CIRCADIAN RHYTHM - Particular cycle of livj-ng
organisms on earth, apparently based on the
day,/night earth rotation cycle. Subject of
space research; one school of thought be-
lieves that man will not be able to function
effectively for long periods without it.

CIRCULAR VELoCITY - Speed required to maintain'a
spacecraft in circular orbit.

CIRCUIILUNAR - Around the moon. Often used in
reference to an early Apol1o manned einctttn-
Lunar nissiorz wherein the spacecraft may
orbit the moon several times and return to
earth without a lunar landing.

CIS - CofiEnunications and Instrumentation Systen

CISLUNAR - Pertaining to space betneen earth and
moon, or between earth and the rpon's orbit.
See TRANSLUNAR.

cK - Comnand Keyboard

ClCl - Circuit
CL - Clear; Closed Loop

CLA - Contingency Landing Area (as opposed to
prime, or intended, recovery areas)

CLAIT{ - Conunand Ioad Acceptance Message

CLC - Conunand Load Controller, an operating
position in the ccATS area of the McC

CLINICAL MONITORING SET - Part of crew equipment
for Apollo flights, containing stethoscope,
therrpmeter and device for measuring blood
pressure.

CLlt - Circumlunar Mission (see CIRCUII{LINAR)

CLOSED LOOP - Automatic control units linked
together by a process to form an endless
chain.

CLR - Clear

CLT - Commrnications Line Terrninal
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CM - Comnand Module (of Apollo spacecraft); Cen-

ter of Mass

CMC - Corunand Computer

CMD - Comnand

cMP - comnand Module Pilot (see definition)

cNB - canberra' Australia, MSFN station (see

CANBERRA)

CNT - Count

CNU - CSM Navigation UPrdate

CNV - Cape Kennedy DoD-Eastern Test Range sta-
tion (see CAPE)

C,/o - Cutoff; Checkout

CO - Carbon rnonoxide

CO^ - Carbon dioxide
z

COASTAL SENTRY - See CSQ

COLD CATHODE GAUGE EXPERIMENT - Experiment to
study lunar atmosphere, part of ALSEP (see

ALSEP) .

coLD-FLoW TEST - Test for conditioning and flow
of propellants; tank pressurization' propel-
lanl loading and feedj-ng, without firing the
engines.

COMM - Communicationsi Colrununications System

COMBUSTION INSTABILITY - Unsteady or abnormal

combustion of rocket engine fuel'

COMBUSTToN oscILLATIoN - High-frequency pressure
variations caused by uneven propellant con-
sumPtion.

COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULE - Combi-nation of com-

mand module and service module' which re--
rnains in lunar orbit after the lunar module

descends to the moon' The command and ser-
vice modules are not separated from each

other until shortly before re-entry to
earthrs atmosphere'

COMMAND DESTRUCT - System which destroys the
vehicle' actuated on command of the range

safety officer when vehicle performance de-
grade-s enough to threaten safety' The radio
slgnaf which detonates an explosive in the
vehicle is the comnand' desttuet si'gnal'

COMMANDER - SCE SPACECRAFT COMMANDER

COMMAND MODULE - Apollo spacecraft's control
center and living quarters for most of the

T
lunar voyage. A cone 12 feet hiqh by 12

feet, 10 inches at the base, it is the only
part of the spacecraft that will re-enter the
earthrs atmosphere after the trip. It pro-
vides about 70 feet of living area per rurn'
nearly double what was available in the
Gemini spacecraft, weighs about 12'500 lb. at
launch, and is covered by an all-over heat
shield. It has about 2 million functional
parts and 15 miles of wiring.

COMMAND MODULE PILOT - The title of the second
rnember of the flight crew, occuPying the cen-
ter couch in the corunand module, the one crew
member who will not set foot on the lunar
surface during a lunar mission but remain in
the command module in lunar orbit. He is the
e)q)ert on CM systems, the primary navigator
during the trip and the second man in seni-
ority.

COI4PANION BODY - SEE AFTERBODY

COMPARATOR - Electronic processing instrument
that compares one set of data with another.

COMPoSITE PROPELLANT - Solid rocket fuel con-
taining fuel and oxidizer.

COMSAT - Conununications Satellite Corporation
(INTELSAT)

COMSPK - Communications Speaker

COIiITECH - Comnunications Technician

CoNDUCEION - Transfer of heat by molecular im-
Pact.

COI{FIGURATION - Shape; figure or pattern formed
by relative position of various things.

CONSOLE - Term applied to grouping of controls'
indicators and similar equipment, for moni-
toring and control of particular sequence of
actions, usually housed together in a metal
she11.

CONSTANT WEAR GARMENT - Astronaut flight "under-
wear" or "shirtsleeves", worn under pressure
suit. (Pressure suits will be removed for a
part of the f1ight.) neptaced by liquid-
cooled garment during lunar explorat.ion.

CONTROL ROCKET - RCS thrusters, vernier rocket,
ullage rocket, or retro-rocket used to guide,
accelerate or decelerate a space vehicle, as
opposed to main propulsion engines.
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coNVEcTION - Mass rnctions within a fluid or gast
transfer of heat by currents in the fluid or
gas, the currents bej-ng produced by unequal
heating and exPansion-

CONVERSTON TABLE -

LENGTH

centimeters tjmes 0.3937 equals inches
Meters times I.0936 equals Yards
Kilorneters times O.62L4 equals miles
Miles tirnes 0.8684 equals nautical

niles (N. Mi. )

Nautical miles times 1.15 equals rniles

VELOCITY

Feet per minute times 0.01136 equals miles
Per hour

Feet per second times 0.6818 equals miles
Per hour

Miles per hour times 1.467 equals feet per
second

Miles per hour times 0.8684 equals knots (N'

Mi. /Hr. )

t(nots (N. Mi.,/Hr. ) times 1.1515 equals miles
per hour

COPY - Synonlm for read (see definition), or to
read and take down radio transmitted informa-
tion.

CORIOLIS FORCE - Deflection of a projectj-le in
flight due to the Earth's rotation, diverting
horizontal motions to the right in the north-
ern hemisphere and to the left in the south-
ern hemisphere.

CoRIOLIS REACTION - Occurs when a man in a spin-
ning aircraft or spacecraft moves his head in
the opposite direction; produces severe ver-
Eigo, dizzlness, nausea, etc.; Neil Armstrong
experienced this on Gernini 8 flight when his
spacecraft roll rate reached one revolution
per second due to a stuck thruster'

COSIIIC DUST - Finely divideit solid matter (in
particles smaller than micrometeorites) mov-
ing in interPlanetary space.

COSMIC RAYS - High-energy subatomic particles,
mostly protons and hydroqen nuclei' which
travel the solar system and bornbarcl the earth
from atl directions-

CORONA - The faintly luminous outer envelope of
the sun.

?
COSPAR - Committee on space Research of the

International Council of Scientific Unions,
to which the U. S. belongs through the
National Academy of Sciences.

COUNTDOWN - Step-by-step process of preparation
for launch, measured in T-time (see defini-
tion).

COUPLING DISPLAY UNIT - Assembly of electro-
magnetic transducers and gears, and displays
to present coordinated data from the Apollo
guidance and navigation equipment; couples
analog signals of IMU and optics, and con-
verts to digital signals for g'uidance comput-
er.

COZI - Conununications zone

CP - Control Panel; Control Programmert Control
Point; Communications Processor

CPLEE - Charged Particle Lunar Envirorunent
Experirnent (see definition)

CPS - Cycles Per Second

CPU - Central (or Comrnunications) Processing
Unit (in MCC)

CRITICOM - Critical Conrnunications

CRAWLER-TRANSPORTER - Tank-like mover used to
position the Mobile Launch Tower for the
Saturn V in the VAB at Cape Kennedy' move
tower and Satr:rn,/Apollo (a total weight of
over 12 million pounds) three miles to the
launch pad after assembly, and move the
l{obile Service Structure into place at the
pad. Some l3I by 114 feet, the crawler is
powered by two 275O-horsepower diesel engines
and moves on four double-tracked tank-type
treads.

CRAWLERWAY - special dual roadway from vAB to
launch pad, designed to support L7-I/2 nrL-
lion pounds. It is equivalent in width to an
l8-lane parkway with a SO-foot median strip
and the road-bed is 6-L/2 feet deep.

CREVIMAN ALIGNMEMT SIGIn - Fange-finder type of
device used to help astronauts align the com-
mand or lunar modules with each other during
docking; can be mounted to sight through
either rendezvous window.

CRO - Carnarvon, Australia, MSFN station (see
CARNAVON).

CRYO - Cryogenic (see definition)
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CRYOGENIC - Super-co1d, -195"C or less. Refers
to fuels or oxidizers which are liquid only
at very low temperatures, such as the liquid
hlnclrogen (-423 degrees F) and liquid oxygen
(-197 clegrees F) used in the Saturn S-M
stage.

CRYOGENIC GAS STORAGE SYSTEM - System supplying
hydrogen and oxygen to fuel ce11s in the
spacecraft, and oxygen for breathing by the
crew; they are stored in a semi-9as/semi-
liquid state and warmed to a gaseous state.

CS - Command (or Consnunications) System

CSC - Communications Systems Center

CSCC - Communications System Control Console;
Conunand Support Control Console

CSI - Concentric Sequence Initiation Maneuver
(of lunar module)

CSM - Conunand and Service Module (see definition)
CSQ - USNS Coastal Sentry Quebec' a DoD-Eastern

Test Range shipboard station equipped with
C-Band radar and telemetry and voice facili-
ties for near-earth orbital mission support.

CSS - Cre\,, Safety System

csw - Canberra (Australia) Switching Center

CfC - CCATS Telemetry Controller, an operating
support position in the MCC

CTE - central Timing Equipment (see ilefinition)
ClF - C-Band Temperature

CTGY - ContingencY

CTN - Canton Island MSFN stati-on (see CANTON).

CW - Continuous Wave

CYI - Grand Canary Island' Spain, MSFN Statj-on
(see CANARY).

D - Downrange distance during launch

DA - Digital-to-Analog; DiP An91e

DAC - DA Converter

DC - Direct Current

DA&P - Data Acguisition and Processing

DAILY METABOLIC REQUIRIMENT - For a man of 154
pounds, about two pounds of oxygen, five
pounds of water and a pound of solid food a
day. He produces waste products of about two

pounds of carbon dioxide and six pounds of
water, urea, minerals and solids. The intake
rate is used as a rule of thurnb in loading
human consumables such as water and oxygen
for space flight.

DAMPING - Restraining; slowing down or stopping,
usually attitude movements such as roII rate.

DAS - Data Acquisition System

DATA DUMP - See TAPE DUMP

DATA REDUCTfON - Transformation of observed
values into useful, ordered, and sometimes
simplified inforrnation.

DB - Decibel (see definition)
D&C - Display and Control (System i_n the MCC)

DC - Differential correction
DCTVDS - Digital Color TV Display System (in the

MCC)

DCU - Data Control Unit; Display and Control
Unit

DCU-R - Data Control Unit-Receive (spacecraft)
DCt -T - Data Control Unit-Transmit (space-

craft)
DCV - Direct Current Volts
DDAS - Digital Data Acquisition Systern

DDS - Data Display System

DE - Descent Engine

DEADBAND - In a control system, the range of
values through which a measure can be varied
without an effective response; the ,'play,' in
the control.

DEBRIEFING - Interrogation of crewmen or others
involved after a mission or test in order to
obtain useful information.

DEBUG - To isolate and remove malfunctions from
a device or system, or mistakes from a rou-
tine or progran such as a computer program.

DEC - Declination (see definition)
DECA - Descent Engine Control Assembly

DECELERATION - Negative acceleration; rate of
loss in velocity

DECIBEL - A measure of sound. The human ear has
a comfortable range of 1-130 decibels, 1
being the faintest sound a human can hear.
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Sounds over 130 decibels cause pain.

DECLINATION - Angular distance north or south of
the celestial equator; the arc of an hour
circle between the celestial equator and a
point on the celestial sphere (an imaginary
sphere assumed for navigational purposes, the
center of which coincides with the center of
the earth) measured through 90 degrees and
Iabeled north or south to indicate the direc-
ti-on of measurement.

DEEP SPACE - Any space other than that near the
Earth.

DEG - Degree

DELTA - Differential
DELTA P (AP) - Pressure change

DELTA V (AV) - Velocity change

DESCENT ENGINE - The gimbaled engine on the
Iunar module descent stage which nay be

DIGITAL COMPUTER - A computer which uses the

space, or other cornbination rnaneuver.

'.1 DISPLAY - Visual or graphic presentation of the
' output from any system' usually measuring
' devices ' processed through a computer system'

DISPLAY AND COMIROL SYSTEM - Consoles in which
all display and control devices of various
systems are mounted, includinq computer
devices.

DISTRAM - Digital Space Trajectory and Vectoring
I svstemt'

DMT - Detailed Maneuver Table (rendezvous)

-l DNR - Downrange (see definition)
I ooa*r*" - cro"ing and locking together two

spacecraft following rendezvous.

DOCKING DROGUE - Latching device in the lunar
module into which the command module probe is
pushed during docking; may be mounted or
removed frorn the transfer tunnel by the crew'

DOCKING TUNNEL - Tunnel ttrrough which crew
transfers between lunar and command modules,
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cend from the command module (in lu.
ro rhe surface of rhe moon. 

::._'ttt'' r "J":T;*lh:"-.,:;H::::'":":*:"DESCENT STAGE - Lower portion of the lunar
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the crew lifts off from the moon, and remains crew'
behind on the lunar surface. f DocKrNG RrNG - Aluminum structure just forward

DESTRUCT - Detonating a vehicle after launci, lll of the top command module hatch containing

because it is varying so widely from its the lunar/command module seals and a pyro

intended course as to threaten safetv. - | charge' and serving as a mounting point for
-r- t I the docking probe and latches'

DET - Diqitar Event rimer (see EVEMI rrMER) | I 
DocKrNG sysrEM - Docking ring, probe, drogue,

DF - Direct Fliqht (see definition) r Direction latches, crew alignrnent sight and extenable
Finding F I t tubular member device to be used in docking

DGS _ Data Ground Station I I ll and crew transfer (see definirions.)

principal of counting as opposed to measur- 
T | 

'l rocated half in the nose of the commanding' (see ANAr'oG COMPUTER' ) , | 'a modure and harf in the top of the runar
DIPLEXER - Device which permits an antenna sys- I .odule; contains rnounting points for probe

tem to be used simultaneously by two trans- ,F i f and drogue.
mitters.

. I DoD - DePartment of Defense
DIRECT FLIGHT - Ftight mode that accomplishes a

mj-ssion without rendezvous, refueling in DOF - Degree of Freedom (gyroscopes) ' Direction

- r of Flight
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DOME - Top of large fuel or oxidizer tanks on

Saturn launch vehicles.
DOPPLER EFFECT - An apparant change in the fre-

quency of sound waves (pitch), light, radio
and radar waves when the distance between the
source and the observer or receiver is chang-
ing. The shift of receding stars toward the
red line in the spectrum is used to measure
their dj-stance and velocity (DoppLez, Shift) t
DoppLen Radaz, measures the velocity of a
moving object by measuring the shift in car-
rier freguency of the return signal as the
object approaches or recedes from the radar
station.

DOPPLER VELOCITY AND POSITION - A tracking sys-
tem using radio signals sent from a ground
station to spacecraft, and returned to the
earth on a different frequency. (See above.)

DOS - Department of Supply (eustralia). This
department operates the three Australian
tracking stations for the MSFN at Woomera,
Canberra and Carnarvon.

DOSIMETER - Device worn on right side of astro-
naut helmets and in pockets of the constant
wear garment for measuring and recording the
amount of radiation to which the astronaut
is exposed.

DOVAP - Doppler Velocity and Positioning System
(see definition)

DOWNLINK - The part of the communications system
that receives, processes and displays data
from the spacecraft.

DOWNRANGE - Direction away from launch site
toward impact or target area.

DOWNTIME - Total time during which a system is
not in condition to function, due to repair,
preparation, etc.

DPS - Degrees Per Second; Descent Propulsion
System

DRAG - Resistance of the air to a body in motion
(see LIFT-TO-DRAG RATIO) .

DRAIN RATE - Rate at which electrical power in
the systern is being consumed.

DRO - Digital Readout

DROGUE PARACHUTES - Two 13.7-foot diameter para-
chutes which are deployed by mortar cart-
ridges two seconds after the conunand module

apex cover is jettisoned (at 24,000 feet)
during re-entry. They remain reefed (tied)
for 8 seconds before oPening fully' and are
released fron the spacecraft before it
reaches the 10,000-foot 1eve1, where the
pilot chutes begin to deploy the main para-
chutes. The drogue chutes serve only to
slovr the hurtling spacecraft before the open-
ing of the main parachutes.

DRUL - Downrange Up1ink (see DOWNRANGE; UPLINK)

DRY WEIGHT - weight of booster, spacecraft or
stage of a booster without its fuel or other
consumables being counted.

DS - Descent Systemr Docking System

DSB - Double Sideband (see SIDEBAND)

DSC - Dynanic Standby Computer

DSE - Data Storage Equiprnent (see TAPE RECORDER)

DSEA - Data Storage Electronic essenbly (LM)

DSS - Deep Space Station (see CNB, GDS, MAD)

DT - Dump Telemetry (see TAPE DUMP)

DTTY - Digital-to-Teletype
DfU - Data Transmission Unit
DTV - Digital-to-Television
DUAI PLANE SEPARATION MODE - Method of separa-

tion used by the Saturn V in dropping its
first stage after burnout, whereby the stage
fal1s away first and the aft interstage of
the second stage falls away 30 seconds 1ater,
so that the stages actually separate in two
places or planes.

DUI{P - See TAPE DUMP

DUPLEXER - Device permitting a single antenna
system to be used for both transmitting and
receiving.

DVD - Delta-V Display (see DELTA V)

DVO - Delta-V On,/Off (see DELTA V)

DVU - Delta-V Ullage (see DELTA V; ULLAGE)

DYN - Dynamics

DYNAMIC PRESSURE - Pressure exerted by fluid or
gas (air) due to its motion; pressure exerted
on an object due to its motion through a
fluid or gas, such as on a rocket moving
through the atmosphere. The slmboI for dyna-
mic pressure is Q. (See l4Ax Q)
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EAFB - Eglin AFB, Fla.; Ellington AFB, Houston,

Tex.; Edwards AFB, Cal.
EAO - Experiments Activities Officer
EARTH LANDING SYSTEM - Parachute deplolzment sys-

tem in the command module.

EARTH ORBIT RENDEZVOUS - Flight mode involving
rendezvous and docking, fueling, or transfer
in earth parking orbit before continuation of
flight.

EBULLISM - Formation of hrater vapor bubbles in
body fluiils, caused by low ambient pressurei
the boiling of body fluids.

EBw - Exploding Bridgewire (see definition)
ECA - Electronic Control Assembly (SCS)

ECCENTRIC - Not having the same center; varying
from a circle. An eccentric orbit is a high-
ly eliptical one with a very high apogee and
low perigee. Eccentricity is the degree of
deviation from a circular orbit.

ECG - Electrocardiogram (see definition)
ECK - Emergency Communications Key [rhe push-

to-talk switch (see definition) can be used
like a telegraph key for emergency trans-
mission. l

ECLIPTIC - Plane of the earth's orbit around the
sun, used as a reference plane for other
interplanetary orbits.

ECO - Engine Cutoff
ECS - Envirorunental Control System (see defini-

tion)
ECU - Envirorunental Control Unit (major part of

ECS)

ED - Ephemeris Data (see EPffiI'IERIS); Explosive
Device

EDS - Emergency Detection System

EECOM - Electrical Envirorunental and Communica-
tions monitoring console (in McC)

EEG - Electroencephalogram (see definition)
EEM - Earth Entry Module

EFSSS - Engine Failure Sensing and Shutdown Sys-
tem (Saturn booster)

EGADS - Electronic Ground Arm Destruct Sequencer,
used by the range safety officer to destroy

a missile in flight. EGADS Button is r'rhat he

pushes.

EGRESS - As a verb, to exit the spacecraft' As

an adjective, describes the exit hatchway'
procedures for exiting, etc'

EGT - Elapsed Ground Time; Exhaust Gas Tempera-

ture (fuel celI)
EKG - Electrocardiogram (see definition)

EL - Elevation

ELASTICIZER - Elastic substance used in solid
rocket fuel to prevent cracking of the pro-
petlant grain and to bind the fuel to the
combustion chamber case.

EI,CA - Earth Landinq Control A'rea

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM - ONE Of tWO iN thE
Apollo spacecraft. The CM-ECS supplies power

to the cornmand module and has najor compon-

ents in both command and service modules'
The Lll-ECS supplies power to the LM' Both
consist of batteries and fuel cells '

ELECTROCARDIOGRAM - Record of heart rnuscle
action nade by electric current or voltage
wave forms.

ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM - Record of brain voltages
or waves.

ELECTROI{yROGRiAPH - Electronic device for record-
ing muscle resPonses.

ELECTROSTATIC - Electricity at rest; stationary
electrical Particles.

ELEPHANT EAR - Launch crew term for thick plate
on booster to reinforce a hatch or hole'

ELLIPSE - An elongated circle'
ELS - Earth Landing Systen (see definition)

EM - Escape Motor (see LAUNCH ESCAPE I'IOTOR)

EMG - Electromyrograph (see definition)

EMU - Extravehicular Mobility Unit (see defini-
tion)

ENGINE SPRAY - The part of the launch site water
deluge fire system directed specifj-cally at
cooling the booster combustion chambers dur-
ing launch.

ENTRY CORRIDOR - Flight path of a spacecraft
before and during re-entry. At the veloci-
ties attained on a return from the moon, the
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6-
path is critical and narrow. Too steep are-entry and the spacecraft will incur too
much heat from air friction; too shallow anentry and the spacecraft will skip out ofthe atmosphere again like a stone skipping
on water.

ENVIRONMENTAI CONTROL SYSTEM _ System whi-ch
maintains 75-degree, IOO* oxygen cabin andpressure suit atmosphere, provides hot andcold water, removal of CO2 odors, waste andheat and recharging of portable life supportsystems. Components are located in all threespacecraft modules, but primarily in the
conunand module.

EO - Earth Orbit
EOL - Earth Orbi_t Launch

EOM - Earth Orbital Monitor, Earth Orbit Mis_sion; End of Message

EOR - Earth Orbital Rendezvous (see definition)
EOS - Emergency Oxygen System

EPHEMERIS - Book of tables giving computed dailypositions of celestial bodies.
EPO_- Earth parking Orbit (as used initially inIunar mission).
EPS - Electrical power System (see definition)
EQUI-PERIOD TRANSFER ORBIT _ Elliptical lunarorbit to be used by LM to approach within

some 50,000 feet of the lunar surface, whilemaintaining the same orbital period as thatof the conunand and service module.
ERO - European Research Organization
ERS - Earth Recovery System
ESCAPE TOWER - See I,AUNCH ESCAPE sYsTEM

ESCAPE VELOCITY - Speed required to overcorne thegravitational pull of the earth, and leavethe ground or earth parking orbit for deep
spacei about seven miles per second.

ESCT - Elapsed Spacecraft, Time

ESM - Environmental Systems Monitor
ESOP - Event Sequence Override panel
ESS - Bmergency Survival System; Entry Survival

System

ET - Elapsed Tilne; Escape Tower, Estimated Time
ETA - Estimated Time of Arrival (or Acquisition)
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ETC - Estinated Time of Correction
ETMD - Extendable Tubular Medber Device (see

definition)
ETR - Eastern Test Range (formerly AMR)

ETT - Estinated Time of Track

EV - Extravehicular (see definition)
EVA - Extravehicular Activity
EVENT TII\{ER - Instrument that times an event and

records time taken to perform it; a sort of
stopwatch.

EVSC - Extravehicular Suit Communications

EVSS - Extravehicular Spacesuit

EVSTC - Extravehicular Suit Telemetry and Com-
munications

EVT - Extravehicular Transfer
EXP - Experiment; Exposure

EXPLODING BRIDGEWIRX - Metal wire which disin-
tegrates at high temperature produced by a
large electrical pulse, used for initiating
stage retrorockets, separation systems, etc.

EXPIOSIVE BOLT - Bolt incorporati-ng an explosive
which explodes on a remote cormnand, releasing
whatever was bolted.

EXTENDABLE TUBULAR MEMBER DEVICE - Emergency
device for use by the crew in transferring
between lunar and cosmand modules if a nal-
function prevents docking, or prevents
removal of docking drogue and probe from the
transfer tunnel; a flat rnetallic strip that
forms a tube when unwound from its storage
reel, the end of which hooks onto the com-
mand module near the side hatch. Astronaut
or equipment can be reeled into the corrunand
npdule.

EXTRADOP - Extended Range DOVAP (see oOVap)

EXTRATERRESTRIAI, - From outside the earth
EXTRAVEHICULAR - Outside the spacecraft
EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT - The noon suit,,

including water-cooled undergarment, pressure
suit, thermal micrometeroid garment, boots,
gloves, helmet, visors, and portable life
support system (backpack), to be used during
exploration of the lunar surface.
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EYEELLLS DOWN - Pilotrs term for positive accel-
eration stress or G-Porce, experienced in a
head-to-feet direction, as in the lunar
module during ascent.

EYEBALLS IN - Ascent force when crew is lying
supine; G-Force in a chest-to-back direction,
as during Saturn/Apollo launch.

EYEBALLS OUT - Deceleration stress, in a back-
to-chest direction, er<perience dr:ring re-
entry.

EYEBALLS UP - Negative G-Force, or acceleration
stress in a feet-to-head direction, as exper-
ienced in the lunar module during descent
braking.

F - Fahrenheit

F-l ENGINE - The first-stage engines of the
Saturn V. Five of them clustered in the
first stage generate a total of 7.5 rnillion
pounds of thrust (1.5 million lbs. each) to
lift the 6-mil1ion-pound vehicle from a
standing start. (This will be uprated to 7.6
nillion lbs. beginning with the second man-
ned Saturn V ftight ). fhey burn a total of
203,000 gallons (1,359,000 lb.) of Rp-I fuel
and 331,OOO gallons (3,133,000 Ib.) of LOX
at a ratio of L to 2.27. Total burn time is
2-I/2 minwXes, by which time the Saturn/
Apollo is going 6,000 miles per hour at an
altitude of 38 mi1es.

FAIRING - A streamlined cover used to cover a
nonstreamlined object or smooth a junction
between two parts or sections.

FB - Feedback

FC - Flight Control; Flight Controller; Fuel
Ce11

FCC - Flight Control Computer

FCD - Flight Control Division (NASA-MSC)

FCO - Flight Crew Operations

FCS - Flight Control System

FD - Flight Director
FDAI - Flight Director Attitude Indicator (see

definition)
FDO - Flight Dynamics Officer (also FIDO)

FDRI - Flight Director Rate Indicator

FEB - Forward Equipnent Bay (s." LEFT-, RIGHT-
HAND FEB)

FHS - Forward Heat Shield (see definition)
FIDO - Flight Dynarnics Officer (a1so FDO)

FIDS - Flight Information Display System

FINAI APPROACH EQUIPI4ENT (SYSTEM) - SYSTEM
involving the combined usage of Apollo guid-
ance and navigation system, radar, radio
altimeter, etc. required in approach and
landing either on the moon or earth.

FIRE DELUGE SYSTEM - Remote-controlled pipes,
hoses, spray outlets, etc. throughout launch
area for deluging the area in event of a
fire or explosion on the pad.

FfRE DETECTION SYSTEM - System of thermocouple
sensors in the aft thrust structure and fire-
wa11 of the Saturn first stage to detect a
fire prior to engine ignition; transmits
automatic sigrral to I,CC to start a deluge of
cold gaseous nitrogen in the engine compart-
ment.

FIRING ROOM - Room in Lar:nch Control Center of
Complex 39 containing controls to monitor and
initiate the operation of each facility;
controlled from the pad terminal connection
room.

FLAME DEFLECTOR - Tnverted V-shaped steel de-
vices covered with heat-resistant materials
to protect Saturn launch pads from the rocket
flame during liftoff. pad 34 and 37 flame
deflectors are fixed; the pad 39 flame
deflector is nobile, moving on rails.

FLAR-E - Solar flare; bright eruption from sun's
chromosphere, associated with burst of high
solar radiation.

FLASHBACK - Reversal of flame in a system,
counter to its usual directj_on, such as in a
rocket engine.

FLASHING BEACON - Liqht attached to the top of
the conunand module, which flashes like a
strobe light to aid recovery planes in the
event of night splashdown.

FLIGHT DIRICTOR ATTITUDE INDICATOR - Device on
command module control panel which displays
spacecraft attitude, attitude error and rate
of attitude change for the crew. Signats
are supplied to the FDAI by the guidance and
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navigation and stabilization and control
systems.

FLIGHT MEASUR-EI4ENT PROGRAM - Some 440 separate
measurements of events and conditions i-n the
Saturn IB first stage, or about 900 measure-
ments of the Saturn V first stage which are
telemetered to the ground dr:ring the stagers
flight.

FLUTTER - Unstable oscillation of an airfoil in
flight caused by the aerodynamic, inertial
and elastic characteristics of the compo-
nents thenselves.

FLUX - Rate of flow of some form of energy.

FLY-AIrAY DISCONNECTS - Umbilical or other con-
nections between qround or tovrer and space
vehicle which drop ahray at liftoff.

FM - Frequency Modulation

F,/o - Fuel to oxidizer Ratio

FOD - Flight Operations Division (or Director)
(NASA-MSC)

FOOTPRINT - Area of possible landing of the
spacecraft based on where it enters the
atmosphere, speed, lift-todrag ratio, etc.
The pattern of possible landing points at
the tirne of re-entry forms a footprint-
shaped pattern due to the aerodynamic char-
acteristics of the spacecraft.

FOP - Flight Operations Plan (flight plan)

FORVrARD HEAT SHIELD - Portion of the command
module heat shield near the apex, above the
crew compartment.

FP - Fuel Pressure

FPM - Feet per Minute

FPQ - Fixed, Ground, Special-Purpose Radar

FPS - Feet per Secondr Frames per Second (notion
pictures and IV)

FREE FLIGHT - The flight path or trajectory
beginning with the end of propulsion and end-
ing at re-entry. The Apollo spacecraft is in
free flight while in earth orbit. Someti-mes
called free fall.

FREE GYRO - cyroscope which maintains its ori-
entation with respect to the stars rather
than the earth; space reference gfrro.

FSECO - First Stage Engine Cutoff

FSS - First Stage SeParation

FU - FueI

FUEL CELL - Device which produces electricity
(the nain product) ' water and heat by chem-

ically conbining oxygen and hl'drogeni uses

two electrodes and an electrolyte solution
(potassium hyitroxide) ' There are three fuel
.L11 po*"t plants (31 fuel cells each) in
the command rnodule, the main source of space-
craft electrical power. The water produced
is used for drinking.

FV - Fuel Valve

FWD - Forward

G - The force of Earth gravity, approximately
32 feet per second per second in terms of
acceleration. A man accelerated by a rocket
at a force of 7 g's "weighs" seven times his
norrnal weight when standing on the ground'
Personnel in the centrifuge at MSC have with-
stood as much as 15 g's for a few seconds'
High g forces are best withstood in a chest-
tolback direction, "eyeballs in'"

GANTRY - Slang for service structure or mobile
service structure (see definition) '

GARBAGE - Slang for miscellaneous objects left
in orbit, such as fairings, burned-out
boosters or waste material ejected from
spacecraft.

GAS CAP - The compressed air irunediately in
front of a space vehicle as it hurtles
through the atmosPhere.

GAS CHROMATOGRAPH - Device carried in the com-

mand module to separate and analyze the
makeup of qases.

GBI - Grand Bahama Island DoD-Eastern Test
Range Station (see BAHAMA)

GBM - Grand Bahama Island MSFN station (see

BAHAMA)

G&C - Guidance and Control

Gc - GigacYles (1OOO megacycles)

GCC - Godilard computing and/or Communication
Center

cDo - Guidance Officer

GDS - C'olilstone, Calif-, MSFN station (see

GOLDSTONE)
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GEGENSCHEIN - Faint light area in the sky,
always opposite to the sun on the celestial
sphere, believed to be a reflection of sun-
Iight from cosmic dust mowing beyond Earthrs
orbit.

GET - Ground-Elapsed Tirne; tine measured on the
ground since the moment of liftoff. The
following are abbrevlations of event times
measured in GET.

GETBOE - Predicted cET of Exit from Black-
out
GETBOI - Predicted GET of Initiation of
Blackout
GETCO - GET of Termination of Abort Burn
GETIG - GET of Insertion of Abort Br:rn
GETLC - Predicted cET of Spacecraft Impact
GETTE - GET of Termination of the Insert,ion
Burn.

GH^ - Gaseous Hydrogen2'
GHe - Gaseous Helium (used to pressurize pro-

pellant tanks)

GIGA - Prefix meaning multiplied by
I ,000,000,0o0.

GIMBAL - Device with two perpendicular and
intersecting axes of rotation, on which a
reactj-on engine can be mounted, and which
allows it to move or swivel in two direc-
tj-ons. As a verb, or swj-vel or move the
motor to correct angle of flight. A motor
so mounted is a gimballed engine, such as
the four outboard engines of the Saturn V
first stage.

GII{BAL ACTUATOR ASSEMBLY - Two sealed motor
units started by signals from the spacecraft,
used to change direction of SPS engine
thrust.

GIMBAL POSITION INDICATOR - Display showing
angular position of pitch and yaw SPS engine
gimbal; also shows fuel tank pressure of
second and third booster stages while they
are attached to the spacecraft.

GLITCH- Origj-nally, a minute voltage surge in
an electrical line which sometimes triggers
hairspring-sensitive devices fed off the
line. The word has now come to mean a hitch
or problem of any nature, especially during
a countdown.

GLY - Glycol

GLYcoL - Ethylene glycol, a form of alcohol
nixed with water and used for cooling cabin
and suit temperatures in the environmental
control systems. See WATER GLYCOL'

GMT - Greenwich Mean Time; the mean solar time
of the meridian of Greenwich, England, used

as a standard throughout the world, parti-
cularly in spaceflight- Some abbreviations
beginning with GMT are listed below'

GMTLO - GMT of Launch Opportunity (or Lift-
off)
GMTOI - GMT of Orbital lnsertion
GMTA - GMT of APoqee Crossing
GMTTL - GMT of Translunar Insertion
GMTMC - GMT of Midcourse Correction
GMTLR - GMT of Lunar Rendezvous
GMTBS - GMT of Bug SeParation
GMTDM - GMT of Descent Maneuver
GMTBL - GMT of Bug Landing
GMTBT - GMT of Bug Takeoff
GMTTE - GMT of Transearth Injection
GMTRE - GMT of Re-entrY

G & N - Guidance and Navigation (System - see

ilef inition)
G&N ATTITUDE CONTROL MODE - One of modes in

which SCS can be operated, automatically
rnaintains spacecraft attitude based on com-
pared signals from the IMU and coupling clis-
play unit.

G&N DELTA-V MODE - One of modes in whi-ch SCS

can be operated; prinary mode when spacecraft
velocity changes are required. Controlled
by guidance computer, SCS rate gyro signals
and ttrrust vector control electronics'

G&N ENTRY MODE - one of modes in which SCS can
be operated; provides automatic control of
command module attitude anit lift during re-
entrY.

GN^ - Gaseous Nitrogen (used for purging pro-
zpellant tanks)

GNATT - Guidance and Navigation Attitude

GNC - Guidance, Navigation and Control (System);
Guidance Navigation Computer (see GUIDANCE

COIVIPUTER)

Go - Functioning properly (ready to proceed)

GO^ - Gaseous OxYgen.
z

GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER - Nerve center for
the global communications network linking
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f
NASA tracking stationg, used for both manned
and unmanned flights; has extensive data
acquisition and computer equiprnent. Located
in Greenbelt, Md., a northeast suburb of
washington, D. c.

GOLDSTONE - Goldstone, CaI., site of MSFN sta-
tion, equipped with 85-foot dual antenna
and s-Band capability for full lunar mission
supportr one of ttrree such stations.

C'oSS - Ground operational support System (see
definition)

C'oX - Gaseous Oxygen

GRAIN - Elongated molding of solid propellant
for a rocket.

GRAND BAHAMA - See BAHAMA

GRAND CANARY - See CANARY

GRAND TURK - Grand Turk Island (U. K.) in the
west Indies east of Cuba, site of DOD-Eastern
Test Range Station eguipped with C-Band
radar, Ut{F cormnand and VHF voice and teleme-
try capability for near-earth orbital mission
support.

GRASS - Random interference on a radarscope.

GRAVIPAUSE - Neutral point between two planets
or satellites where the gravity of one equals
the gravity of the other. Between earth and
moon, the grravipause is about nine tenths
of the distance to the moon, or about 23,760
miles from the lunar surface.

GPIFPI - Gimbal Positi-on and FueI Pressure Indi-
catoT (See GIMBAL POSITION TNDICATOR)

GPI - Gimbal Position Indicator (see itefinition)
GPM - Gallons Per Minute

GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM - EqUiPMCNt
including that for mission control (the MCC) r
gnridance, navigation, tracking, telemetry,
communications, Iogistics and recovery opera-
tion, which is used to support nanned
fliqhts.

GROUND STPPORT EQUIPMENT - Ground equipment
used to j-nspect, test, adjust, calibrate,
gauge, measure, repair, overhaul, assemble
or disassemble, transport, grrard, record,
store or otherwise support a space vehicle
either in research and development or opera-
tional phases.

!l
,J

GsE - Ground SuPport Equipment (see definition)
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GSFC - Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt'
Md. (see itefinition)

GTK - Grand furk Island DoD-Eastern Test Range

station (see GRAND TURK)

GUAI'{ - Gr:ann Island in the Mari-anas, site of
MSFN station equipped with a 3O-foot dual
antenna and S-Band capability for earth orbi-
tal and lirnited lunar mission suPport'

GttAl'IvtAS - Guaymas, Mexico, MSFN station equip-
ped with a 3O-foot dual antenna and S-Band

capability for earth orbital and limited
lunar mission supPort.

GUID - Guidance

GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM - hcludes both the
Guidance and Navigation System and Stabili-
zation and Control System

GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION SYSTEM - Apollo's iner-
tial guidance system which provides boost
nonitoring during the launch phase and Earth
parking orbit, and guidance during all other
phases of the lunar mission' Separate sys-
tems are located in the CM and the LM'

Included in the CM are an inertial measure-
ment unit, sextant, Apollo guidance com-
puter, scanning telescope, coupling ilisplay
units, display and controls and power servo
assembly.

GUIDANCE COMPUTER - A digital computer using
both erasable and fixed memory; used to corn-

pute deviations from required flight path
and calculate necessary attitude and thrust
conunands to correct them.

GUIDO - Guidance Officer
GWM - Guam Island MSFN station (see GUAM).

GYM - Gualzmas, Mexico. MSFN station (see

GUAYMAS).

GYROSCOPE - Device which utilizes angrular rnomen-

tun of a spinning rotar to sense angular
motion of its base about one or two axes at
right angles to the spin axis' Gyt'o-eornpass
j-s a compass whj-ch works on the basis of the
glroscope. Gyro drift is the angular rate
oi cttange of a gyroscope as it deviates from
perfect Performance.
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H-l ENGINE - Fj_rst-stage engine of the Saturn

rB rated at 2 million pounds thrust. Eight
of them burn a total of 42,IOO gallons
(281,600 pounds) of Rp-1 fuel and 6G,9OO
gallons (629,9OO pounds) of liquid oxygen
in 2.5 minutes to reach an altitude of 37
miles at 5,250 miles an hour.

HA - Harness Assembly (see definition); Height
of Apogee; Itrazardous Area

HAA - High Altitude Abort (above I2O,OOO feet)
HARDWARE - Physical equipment (engines, pumps,

guidance system, etc.) as opposed to its
capability or function.

HARDWIRE LfNK - Direct connection of a vehicle
system to another system by wire; for
instance, a measuring system to a recording
system.

HARNESS ASSEMBLY - Two or more electrical con-
ductors laced or jacketed together and
assembled with connectors.

HASH - Clutter of unsychronized signals on a
radar screen.

HAW - Hawaii MSFN station (see below).
HA9f,AII - Kauai fsland, Hawaii, MSFN station,

equipped with 3O-foot dual antenna and S-Band
capability for earth-orbital and linited
lunar mission support.

HBR - High Bit Rate

HC - Hand Control
HCA - Horizon Crossing Ascending
HCD - Horizon Crossing Descending
HE - Heat Exchanger; Helium (see definitions)
HEAT EXCHANGER - Device for transferring heat

from one fluiil to another without intermix-
ing the fluids. In CM cabj_n, unwanted heat
is absorbed by a water glycol mixture and
transported to space radiators.

HEAT FLOW EXPERIMENT - ALSEP (see definition)
experJment to measure heat from the moonrs
interior.

HEAT SHIELD - Covering that protects a re-entry
spacecraft such as the command moduLe from
aerodynamic heating. See ABLATION.

HEAT SINK - A relatively cool area in a system
which contains or dissipates heat; a heat

I
rl
J

I
sink nay be provided by cold-soaking in
advance a system which is about to encounter
excessive heat.

I-IELIUM - Gas used in spacecraft and booster to
pressurize fuet propellant tanks and force
fuel into feed lines-

tmRTZ - One cycle Per second

HF - High Frequency (3-30 megacycles)

HFE - Heat FIow Experiment (see definition)
HFRA - HF Recovery Antenna (see definition)
HF TRANSCEfVER - Device to aid recovery opera-

tions after landing; provides single side-
band or double sideband voice and beacon sig-
nal transmission to aid in locating comnand

module.

I-tr' RECOVERY ANTENNA - v{hip antenna deployed by
crew at top of conunand rnodule after landing,
for use with tlF transceiver.

HFx - HF Transceiver (see definition)
HGA - High Gain Antenna (2000 nc)

HGT/ALT - Height,/Altitude (feet)

H2O - Water

HOHMAN TRANSFER - Flight path from earth orbit
of the noon or other Planets \"hich requires
the rninirnum of energ:y. See TANGEMIIAI,

ELLIPSE.

HOLD - Delay in the launching countdown, sched-
uled or unscheduled, Iasting from seconds
to days. May result from technical problems
with booster or sPacecraft, cormnunications'
tracking, or r^teather. Some holds are sched-
uled in advance to adjust the launch time.

HON - Honolulu, Ilawaii, Switching Center'

HOVER AND TRANSLATION MANEI'VER - Maneuver of the
Iunar module during lunar descent to rernain
at a stationary attitude above the moon's
surface while ncving laterally above the
landing area.

HP - Height of Perigee (see PERIGEE)

HRA - I,IF Recovery Antenna (see definition)
HRT - High Resolution Tracking

HS - High Speed; Horizon Scanner (or Sensor);
Height Above Spherical Earth; Heat Shield.
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H2s - Hldrogen Sulfide
HSCL - High-Speed Cornrnand Link (see UPDATA LINK)
HSD - High-Speed Data

HSLT - High-Speed Telenetry Link
HSP - High-Speed printer
HIV - USNS Huntsville DoD-Western Test Range

station (see below)
HUI\II|SVfLLE - USNS Huntsville, DOD-Western Test

Range shipboard station, equipped with S_Band
capability for earth orbital and linited
lunar mission support.

IIV - High Voltage
I{YDROSTATIC PRISSURE - pressure exerted by a

column of liquid (water, blood, etc.) under
normal earth gravity or under the G_force of
acceleration.

HypEneOLIC RE-ENTRY - Re-entry at speeds above
37,O00 fps (25,226 mph)

HYPERGOLIC - Self-igniting. Hypergolic fuel
ignites spontaneously upon contact with itsoxidizer, thereby eliminating the need for
an ignition system. An example j_s aerozine
and nitrogen tetroxide used in the spacecraft
RCS thrusters.

HYPERSONIC - Speeds faster than Mach 5 (five
times the speed of sound)

HYPOXIA - Lack of sufficient oxygen to maintain
life, either in the air being breathed, or
from inability of the body tissues to absorb
oxygen under 1ow pressure.

HZ - Hertz (see definition)

I - Inclination (of orbit. See definition)
IBP - Initial Boiling point
ICM - Instrumentation and Conununications
ID - Identification
IECO - Inboard Engine Cutoff
IEM - fnternal Environment Monitoring
IF - Interface (see definitj.on); fntermediate

Frequency

rFA - In-Flight Analysis
IFR - Instrument Flight Rules

IG - Inner Gimbal (see STABILIZED PLAIT,ORM)
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IGA - fnner Ginbal Axis (or Angle; Stabilized

Platform)
IGE - Instrumentation Ground Bquipment
IGN - Ignition
IGNfTER - pyrotechnic squib used to ignite fuelin a rocket engine. Ignition is the initia_tion of combustion in the thrust chamber-

T}re ignition stage is that portion of thestarting sequence wherein combustion isinitiated and stabilized at a low leveI. Inthe H-l and J-2 engines, oxidizer flow is
established by gravity alone and fuel is
supplied from the start system. The mixture
is then ignited.

IGS - Inertial Guidance System (see definition)
ILCC - Integrated Launch Checkout and Control

(system)

IMP - Interplanetary Monitoring platform; Jm_
pulse

IMPELLER - Device that imparts motion to fluidor air.
IMU - Inertial Measurement Unit (see definition)
fNCLfNATfON - An angle between two Lines or twoplanes, such as the plane of a spacecraft's

orbit and the plane of the earth's equator.
INDUCER - A portion of a centrifugal pump which

increases the pressure and motior, 1"*fr:.rf ,,)
of a fluid before it reaches the impeller.

fNERTIA - The tendency of an object at rest to
stay put, and of an object in motion to con_tinue that motion in the same direction andat the same speed, until gravity or some
other force slows or stops it. en inertial
oz,bit is the orbit of a spacecraft which isnot under any propulsive power. It continuesto "fa11" or "coast" around the earth at the
same speed it had reached when propulsion
ended, about 17,5OO rnph. Since men and ob_jects inside the spacecraft are moving at the
same speed, a man exiting the spacecraft con_tinues to move along with the vlhicle, andit is motionless relative to the man outside.

fNERTIAL GUIDANCE - A navigation system using
gyroscopic devices and a computer to absorb
and interpret such information as speed,position etc. It automatically adjusts thevehicle to a predetermined flight path.
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More sinply, it knows where its going and
where it is by knowing where it came fron and
how it got there.

INERTIAL MEASUREMENT ttNIT - The main unit of the
Apollo inertial guidance system, consisting
of a stabillzed platform (inertial platform)
containing three inertial reference inte-
grating gyros. three integrating accelero-
meters and three angular differentiating
accelerometers. It senses any attitude
changes or acceleration of the spacecraft.

INERTTAL REFERENCE ITUEGRATING GYRO - A single-
degree-of-freedom gyro which senses dis-
placement of the stable platform on which it
is mounted, and generates signals according-
ty.

INFRARED - Electromagnetic radiation of wave-
lengths from the red end of the visible color
spectrum to the microwaves used in radar;
1i9ht in which the rays lie just below the
red end of the spectrum.

INGRESS - As a verb, getting into the space-
craft; as an adjective, describes the
entrance hatch, etc.

INJ - Injection (see definition)
INJECTION - (1) The introduction of fuel and

oxidizer into the coribustion chamber of an
engine. The device to do this is an i,njee-
toz,. (2) ftre process of putting a spacecraft
from earth orbit into a translunar trajec-
tory. (Transfer from launch trajectory to
earth orbit is usually called insertion.)

INs - Insertionr Insertion Ship; Inertial Navi-
gation System

INSERTION - Transfer from launch trajectory to
orbit.

INSTANTANEOUS READOUT - Readout (by radio trans-
mitter or visual display) of computed infor-
mation which proceeds instantly as the data
is computed.

INSTRUMENT UNIT - In the Saturn booster, an
adapter section between launch vehicle and
spacecraft, some 3 feet tall, which houses
the booster guidance system, telemetry equip-
ment and power supply. It determines
boosterrs course and adapts it as necessary,
measures vehicle conditions during flight
and radios this information to the ground,
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and can initiate an automati-c abort in case
of emergency.

INTEGRAL TANK - FueI or oxidizer tank using the
skin of the vehicle as its outer wall.

INTEGRATION, TRANSPORT AND I,AUNCH CONCEPT -
The concept employed with the Saturn V,/
Apollo, wherein the booster and spacecraft
are assembled and checked out in a building
ahray from the launch pad (the VAB) and the
entire vehicle is then moved to the pad as a
unit.

II+TERI'ACE - The common boundary between one part
of a booster, spacecraft or system and an-
otherr the place where two parts of a system
meet.

IMIERFEROMETER - Device which produces and mea-
sures interference from two or more wave
trains from the same source-

IMEGRATING ACCELEROMETER - A mechanical and
electrical device which measures force of
acceleration along the tongitudinal axis,
records velocity and measures the distance
traveled.

INTERPLANETARY - Between Planets.
IMIERSTAGE - Between booster stages. see AFT

INTERSTAGE.

INV - Inverter (see definition)
INVERTER - A device for converting direct cur-

rent produced by spacecraft fuel ce1ls or

Dl,r"":'fi".;":;::'"'"atins 
current'

IoN - An electrically charged atom or group of
atoms. Heat, or radiation will ionize
(change j-nto ions) the atoms of a gas such
as air. The heat of re-entry forrns a layer
of ions round the spacecraft, called the
ionized plasma sheath, which temporarily
blacks out radio cornmunication with the craft
(See BI,ACKOUT)

IORA - Indian Ocean Recovery Area

IoS - Indian ocean Station (or Ship)

IP - Impact Point (or Predictor)

IPB - Iltuminated Pushbutton (see PBI)

IPs - Instrumentation Pohter System

IR - Infrared (see ilefinition)
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IRG - Inertial Rate Gyro

IRIG - Inertial Reference Integrating Gyro (see
definition)

ISB - Independent Sideband (see SIDEBAND)

ISOSTATfC - Under equal pressure from every side.
I - Specific Impulse (see definition)

sp
ISP - Inches per second

ISS - Input Subsystem; Internal (spacecraft)
Switching System

rTC(C) - Instrumentation Tracking Controller
(Console)

IU - Instrument Unit (see definition)
rVA - Intravehicular Activity (activity inside

vehicles, or between two vehicles)
rVI - Incremental Velocity Indicator

J-2 ENGINE - A 225,000-pound thrust upper-stage
engine using liquid hydrogen and liguicl oxy-
gen propellants, with a built-in restart
capability in flight. The S-IVB stage of the
Saturn IB and Saturn V is powered by one J-2;
the S-IT stage of Saturn V by five J-2rs with
a total thrust of more than I rnillion pounds.
J-2rs have a rated run duration of 500
seconds, or about B minutes. It takes some
38,000 pounds (64,OO0 gallons) of liquid
hydrogen and 191,00O pounds (20,000 gallons)
of liguid oxygen to fuel the J-2 in the
S-M stage.

JERK - A vector that specifies the time rate of
change of an accelerationr third derivat,ive
of displacement with respect to time.

JET STREAM - In spaceflight, the stream of gas
expelled by a reaction engine.

JETT - Jettison (to toss or push away; discard)

JITTER - Unstable motion of signal on a radar
screen.

J,/M - Jettison llotor (see TOWER JETTISON MOTOR)

JPL - Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena' Cal.
Operated for NASA by Cal. Tech.

JIJMPING THE COUNT - Advancing the countdown
(scheduled time of launch).

K - Symbol for kilo, prefix meaning thousand;
Kelvin (see definition)

KB - Kilobits
KBPS - Kilobits Per second

KC - Kilocycle (thousand cYcles)

KELVIN - Temperature scale on which the degrees
equal Centigrade degrrees, but on which 0

equals absolute zero.

KENNEDY SPACE CEliIlTER - The John F' Kennedy Space

center at Cape Kennedy (forrnerly caPe cana-
veral) near Cocoa Beach, Florida, some 50

miles east of orlando on Floridars east
coast. Includes, for the Apollo prograrn,
launch complexes 34 and 37 fot the launch of
saturn IBrs and the huge 8O'O00 acre llerritt
Island Launch Area (MILA) for the Saturn v'

tcHz - Kilohertz (thousand Hertz)

KMC - Kitonegacycles (thousand-million' or bil-
lion cycles. Also cal1ed gigacycles')

KOH - Potassium Hydroxide (electrolyte used in
fuel cel1s)

KSC - KennedY SPace Center

KV - Kilovolt (thousand volts)

K[rl - Kilowatt (thousand watts)

LAT - Latituile
LANT - Atlantic ocean

LAUNCH COMPLEX - Entire complex for preparation
and launch of spacecraft and booster, includ-
ing the pad, service structure, umbilical
tower, Iaunch control centerr fuel storage
and loading facilities and support and check-
out equiPment.

IAUNCH COIIiPLEX 34 - A launch complex for Saturn
I and Satuln IB flights, including AS 201 ancl

2O3, the first two unmanned suborbital Saturn
IB flights, and AS 205 (Apo1lo 7), the first
manned flight.

LAUNCH COMPLEX 37 - Situated about O'7 rniles
north of IC-34; includes two launch Pads' A

and B used for saturn IB flights including
AS 203, the first urunanned orbital flight of
Saturn IB.

LAUNCH COI.{PLEX 39 - I-ocated at l'lerritt Island
Launch Area and used for Saturn v flights'
rncludes two launch pacls (A and B), and faci-
tities for assembly of entire Saturn/Apollo
stack, which is checked out in the vertical

t
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assembly building before being rnoved to the
pad as a unit. (See VERTICAL ASSEMBLY BUILD-
ING, MOBILE SERVICE STRUCTURE, LAUNCH CONTROL
CENTER, MOBILE I,AUNCHER, CRAWLER TRANSPORTER,
CRAWLERWAY. )

LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER - Igloo-type two-story
blockhouse located near LC-34 and 37, design-
ed to withstand blast pressures of 22OO
pounds per square inch and housing personnel,
instrumentation and control equipment involv-
ed in ground checkout and launch. At rc-39,
a four-story building southeast of the VAB
for checkout, test operations, final count-
down and launch of Saturn V's, including ACE
and Saturn grorind computer systems.

LAUNCH ESCAPE MOTOR - Provides 147,000 pounds of
thrust for 3 seconds to pull the conunand
module up and away from the booster in an
emergency. ( See below. )

LAUNCH ESCAPE PROPULSION SYSTEM - Cluster of
three solid-fue1 (polysulfide) rocket motors
at the top of the launch escape tower. They
are the Launch Escape Motor, Pitch Control
Motor and Tower Jettison Motor (see defini-
tions).

LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEM - The tower on top of the
Apollo command module, its propulsion system
(see above), its Q-ball or nose cone, and
the boost protective cover (to protect the
command module from LES rocket exhaust). The
system is intended to pull the command module
safely away from the booster in the event of
a pad or low-altitude emergency. See also
CANARD.

LAUNCH OPERATIONS CENBER - Center responsible
for integration, test, checkout and launch of
space vehicle systems at the Eastern Test
Range, Cape Kennedy.

LAUNCH UMBILICAL TOWER - Fixed tower at LC-34
and IC-37 for supporting umbilical arms,
with a chamber at spacecraft hatch level and
an elevator for crew entry and exit. Tower
at LC-39 is mobile; see MOBILE LALTNCHER.

LAUNCH VEHICLE - Booster, as opposed to space-
craft; the Apollo progr€rm utilizes the Saturn
IB and Saturn V boosters.

LAUNCH VEHICLE DATA ADAPTER - Device in Saturn
which receives acceleration and attitude
measurements from the inertial platform and
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utrdating commands from the ground and sends
attitude signals to the Dooster's control
cornputer and monitoring signals to spacecraft
displays.

LAUNCH VEHICLE DIGITAL COMPUTER - High-speed
diqital computer which is one of the najor
components of the booster guidance and con_
trol system; located in the instrument unit.
Parameters for a particular launch window
are fed to the computer, which senses vehicle
acceleration, direction and time since launch
and determines burn time for engines and
direction of thrust required. The signals
are passed to the analog control computer for
generation of proper control commands.

LAUNCH WINDOW - Limited period of time during
which launch can occur if the vehicle is to
accomplish its planned mission; limited by
position of earth and moon, booster's pro-
pulsion capabilities, guidance limits, time
of dawn or sunset or both at the site and in
downrange recovery or abort recovery areas,

rc - Launch Complex; Launch Coordinator; Launch
Countdown

LC-34, -37, -39 - Saturn launch complexes at
Cape Kennedy (see definition)

I€C - Launch Control Center (see definition)
rcc - Liquid-Coo1ed Garment (see definition)
LCO - Launch Controt Officer
rcS - Launch Control System

L/D - Lift-to-Drag Ratio (see definition)
LD - London (England) Switching Center
LDS - Launch Data System

LE - Launch Escape

r.EB - Lower Equipment Bay (see definition)
r.EC - Launch Escape Control-

LECA - Launch Escape Control Area
LEFT-HAND EQUTPMENT BAy - Bay to the left of the

couches in the command modules containing
srater, oxygen control panels, and an environ-
rnental control unit.

LEFT-HAND FORWARD EQUTPMENT BAy - The concnand
module storage bay above the lower equipment
bay at the foot of the couches, which
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contains clothing' pressure suit connectorst
and the cabin heat exchanger.

LEM - Launch Escape Motor (see clefinition)
LEPS - Launch Escape Propulsion Systern (see

definitiorr); Launch Escape Pitch Control (see
PITCH CONTROL MOTOR)

LES - Launch Escape System (see clefinition)
LESC - Launch Escape System Control
r.ET - Launch Escape Tower (see LAUNCH ESCAPE

sYsTEI.{)

LETCS - Launch Escape Tower Canard System (see
CANARDS)

LEV - Launch Escape Vehicle

LGC - Llil Guidance Computer

LH, - Liquid Hydrogen (see definition)
LHe - Liquid Heliun (see HELIUM)

LHEB - Left-Hand Equipment nay (see definition)
LHFEB - Left-Hand Forward Equipment Bay (see

definition)
LHSC - Left-Hand Side Console

LIBRATION - Real or apparent oscillatory motion,
particularly the oscillatory rnotion of the
noon.

LIFT-TO-DRAG RATIO - Ratio of the spacecraft's
aerodynamic lifting force to the drag force
of the atmosphere, used in determining the
rate of descent of the spacecraft during
re-entry. The Apo1lo conunand module has a
lift-over-drag ratio of about 0.35.

LIOH - Lithium Hydroxide (see definition)
LIQUID-COOLED GARMENT - The undergarment, worn

beneath the pressure suit, which will be used
for lunar exploration on the 25O-degree lunar
surface. A small electrical pump in the
backpack circulates the water through tiny
capiltary tubes throughout the garment, and
a heat changer in the backpack recools it
each cycle.

LIQUID HYDROGEN - High-energy cryogenic fuel
which turns from liguid to gas aE -423
degrees E; produces, pound for pound, 40 per-
cent more thrust than RP-I when combined with
fiquid oxygen.

LfQUID OXYGEN - Cryogenic oxidizer, used by all
stages of Saturn booster, which turns from
liquid to gas at -297 degrees F. Usually
called LOx for short.

LIIHIITM IIYDROXIDE - Substance used to remove
e:rlaled carbon dioxide from oxygen abnosphere
of crew cabin and suit before recirculating
the orygen. Carried in four-pound cannis-
ters, 28 of which are sufficient for a l4-ilay
mission.

LLM - IJunar Landing Mission
LLS - Lunar Landing Site
LLV - Lunar Landing Vehicle
Ll{ - Lunar Module (see definition); Landmark

LU PROPULSION SYSTEM - Descent and ascent en-
gines in the LM, the forrner a throttleable
(lro50 to l0r50O pounds thrust) engine for
descent to the lunar surface from the com-
mand module, the latter a 3500-pound thrust
engine for launching the ascent stage frorn
the moon, using the descent stage as a launch
platform.

LME - Launch Monitor Equiprnent

LMP - Lunar Mission Programert Lunar Module
Pilot (see definition)

LN2 - Liquid Nitrogen (see GNr)

IO - Liftoff; Launch O5rerations

LOB - Launch Operat,ions Building (see OPERATIONS
ST'PPORT BUILDING)

LOC - Launch Operations Center (see definition)
I,oI - Lunar Orbit Insertion
LOM - Lunar Orbital Mission
I,oNG - Longitude

LOR - Lunar Orbit Rendezvous (see definition)
IOS - Loss of Signal; Line of Sight
IO!{ER EQUIPMENT BAY - Largest storage area in

cormnand module, located at foot of the crew
couches, containing everything from a sextant
and telescope to the ApoJ.lo guidance com-
puterr location of the navigation duty sta-
tion.

I,ox - Liquid oxygen (see definition)
LP - Lower (Control) Panel
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LPGE - LM Partial Guidance Equiprnent

LR - Lunar Rendezvous (see LUNAR ORBIT RENDEZ-
VOUS)

LRL - Lunar Receiving Laboratory (see defini-
tion)

LSD - Launch Systems Datar Low Speed Data

LSM - Lunar Surface Magnetometer (see defini-
tion)

LSO - Lunar Surface Operations; Life Systems
officer

LSS - Life Support System(s)

LSSC - LM Separation Sequence Controller
LTA - Lunar Test Article (a "fake" LIr4 used in

unmanned tests)
LTDS - Launch Trajectory Data System; Launch and

Tracking Data System

LTS - Launch Tracking Stations; Launch Telemetry
Systemt Lift-off Transmission Systems

LTU - Lift-off Time Update.

LUCOM - Lunar Communications (Systems)

LUNAR GRAVITY - Onelsixth that of earth
LUNAR MODULE - The bug-like cabin, resting on

an octagonal base and four support legs,
which will ferry two astronauts from the com-
mand module in lunar orbit, provide a base
of operations on the lunar surface and return
them to the conunand module; 19 feet tall by
29 feet wide, carried with legs folded in the
spacecraft/LM adapter (Sf.a) between service
module and booster instrurnent unit during
launch. See ASCENT STAGE, DASCEMP STAGE.

LUNAR MODULE PILOT - The third man of the Apollo
crewi occupying the right couch in the corn-
mand module, he is the primary expert on
lunar module systems. He is occupied largely
with spacecraft systerns monitoring, espe-
cially of the electrical and communications
systems, during the translunar and transearth
phases of the fliqht. One of the two men who
wil-l descend to the surface of the moon.

LUNAR ORBIT RXNDEZVOUS - The method to be used
for the lunar voyage, whereby the lunar
nodule will deliver astronauts from a lunar
parking orbit (where the command and service
module will remain) to the rnoon and bring
them back. When the astronauts are inside

the command module again, the conunand and
service ltpdule blasts off for earth, Ieaving
the lunar rnodule "ferry" in lunar orbit.

LIJNAR P.ECETVING LABORATORY - The specially-
constructed quarentine and laboratory facil-
ity at NASA-MSC in Houston, Texas, where
astronauts and samples returning from the
moon will be housed for several weeks after
they return. Rock samples will be analyzed,
tested and studied first in this facility
before further di-stribution to laboratories
all over the world.

LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETOMETER - ALSEP (SCE dcfiNi-
tion) experiment to measure the moon's mag-
netic fie1d.

LUT - Launch Umbitical Tower (see definition)
LV - Launch Vehi-cle (see definition); r,oca1

Verti-ca1

LVDA - Launch Vehicle Data Adapter (see defini-
tion)

LVDC - Launch Vehicle Digital Computer (see
ctefinition)

LVGC - S-rVB launch Vehicle Guidance Computer

LVll - Launch Vehicle Monitor

LVSE - Launch Vehicle Systems Engj-neer

Lw - Launch Window (see definition)
LWD - Launch Window Display

l{AD - Madrid, Spain MSFN Station (see below)

MADRID - ltadrid, Spain, MSFN Station, equipped
with an 85-foot dual antenna and S-Band
facilities for ful1 lunar mission support;
one of three such stations.

MAGNETOMETER - Instrument to be carried aboard
the lunar mission, used to determine the
direction and size of the lunar magnetic
field.

MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER - One of II NASA

research and development centers scattered
around the country, MSC is responsible for
the development and operation of the Mercury'
Gemini and Apollo spacecraft and associated
equipment, flight control of all nanned NASA

missions and for selection and training of
astronauts. Located in the Clear Lake area
of Houston, Texas, 25 miles from downtown
Houston.
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MANNED SPACE FLIGHT NETWORK - Worldwide network

of 17 land stations (supplementeil by 10 DOD

Eastern or western Test Range land stations,
eight advanced ranqe instrumentation aircraft
and eight ships) which supports Apollo manned
flights with nearly continuous radar track-
ing, command sigmals, telemetry reception and
voice contact. MSFN, which includes the MCC

in Houston, the LCC at Cape Kennedy and a
cornputing and conununications center at God-
dard Space Flight Center, is the responsibi-
tity of Goddard. Tracking stations are
divided into three groupings: lunar mission
support stations, eguipped with 85-foot dual
antennas (see CNB, GDS, MAD); earth orbital
and limited lunar mission support stations
equipped with S-Band facilities (see ACN,
ANG, BDA, CRO, CYI , GBM, GWM, GYM, HAW. HIIV,
l.{ER, MIL, RED, TEX, VAN, WTN, and ARIA); and
the near-earth-orbital mission support sta-
tions, most of thern nodified Genini network
stations without S-Band facilities (see ANT'
ASC, CAL, CNV, CSQ, CTN, GBI , GTK, MI,A, PAT,
PRE, RKV, RTK, TAN, WHS ANd WOM).

MAN-RATED - Adjective applied to spacecraft,
boosters, test items such as a centrifuge and
test chambers which have achieved the stand-
ards of reliability and safety considered
acceptable for human occupancy or for use on
a manned flight.

MANUAI THRUST VECTOR CONTROL MODE - ONC Of MOdES

in which the stabilization and control system
may be operated; permits manual commands from
the rotation control to posi-tion the SPS

engine ginbals.

MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER - NASA center
charged with development of Saturn launch
vehicles for the Apollo progran' including
extensive in-house manufacturing and testing
capability; located at Redstone Arsenal out-
side Huntsville, A1a.

MASTER EVENTS SEQUENCE CONTROLLER - Device which
provides control and timing for events during
ascent, abort and earth landing.

MATE - To assemble two major components of a
system, such as two stages of a booster, two
modules of a spacecraft, or a spacecraft and
booster with each other.

MAX-Q - Maximum dynamic pressure; the point dur-
ing launch of a booster when the ascending
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vehicle is subjected to its severest aero-
dynanic strain (for the Saturn IB, just over
a minute and a quarter after lift-off).

MC - Message Center (in MCC) r Midcourse Correc-
tion (see definition); Manual Control; Mega-
cycles

MCC - Mission control Center (see definition)
MD - Mission Director
MDS - l4alfunction Detection System

l,IDv - Map,/Data Viewer

t'lEC - Manual Emergency Controls

MECo - Main Engine Cutoff
MED - Medical; Manual Entry Device

MEDICAI KIT - Equipnent and medicine carried in
the spacecraft for emergency treatment of
illness or injury, including drugs and dres-
sings.

MEE - Mission-Essential Equipment

MEGA - Prefix meaning rnultiplied by one million
MEMORY - Component of a computer, grridance or

control system which records and stores
instructions and data while rnaintaining ready
access to the data so that it can be retriev-
ed to solve a problem at any time.

MER - USNS Mercury DoD-Western Test Range sta-
tion (see below).

MERCURY - USNS Mercury, a DoD-Western Test Range
shipboard station equipped with S-Band facil-
ities for earth-orbital and limited lunar
rnission support.

MERRITT - Merritt Island, F1a. ' site of MILA and
of two tracking stations. The MSFN station
(MIL) is equipped with a 3O-foot dual antenna
and S-Band facilities for earth-orbital and
lfunitecl lunar mission support. The DoD-
Eastern Test Range station (MLA) is equipped
with C-Band radar, UIIF corunand and VHF voice
and telemetry capability for near-earth-
orbital mission support.

MERRITT ISLAND LALTNCH AREA - 80,000 acre site on
an island in Floridars Banana River on which
is located assembly and launch facilities for
Saturn V-Apol1o. It is north of the shared
NAsA-military facilities from which l'lercury
Atlas and Gemini-Titan launches were made.
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MESC - Master Events Sequence Controller (see

definition)
MET - Mission Elapsed Time

METEOROID - Solid particles of matter traveling
in space at considerable speed. See MICRO-
METEOROID.

METRO - Meteorology

MFCO - l'lanual Fuel Cutoff
MFD - Mission Flight Director
MFV - Main Fuel Valve
MG - Middle Gimbal (see STABILIZED PLATFORM);

Motor Generator

MGA - Middle Gimbal Angle (or Axis; see STABI-
LIZED PLATFORM)

l,lGE - Maintenance Ground Equipment

MHz - Megahertz

MICRO - Prefix meaning divided by 1,000,000, or
very small

MICROMETEOROID - Solicl particles of matter, Iess
than a millimeter in size, traveling in
space.

I,IIDCOURSE - Refers to activities of lunar mis-
sion between earth orbit and lunar orbit.
Astronauts wiII perfo rm nideow,s e nauigq.tion,
taking optical sightings of star angles and
feeding the information to the guidance com-
puter to determine spacecraft position and
velocity. Three midcounae eorrections are
performed between earth and moon, with the
computer determining the thrust vector and
velocity change needed, autornatically posi-
tioning the spacecraft, and controlling the
SPS engine thrust.

MfIA - Merritt Island Industrial Area

MIL - Merritt Island, Fla., MSFN Station (see
MERRITT)

MILA - Merritt fsland Launch Area (see defini-
tion)

MILD DETONATING FUSE - F,lexib1e metal sheath
around a core of high explosive in the form
of a cord of any desired length, used to
separate booster stages, such as the S-IVB
stage from the S-II or S-IB stages.

MILK STOOL - Physical arrangement of the three
storable propellant rocket engines located
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below the main pressure vessel of the LM-

MILLI - Prefix meaning one thousandth

MIN - Minutes (latitude and longitude. for ren-
dezvousi or time)

MISSION COMIROL CEMIER - Centralized control
point for all phases of Apollo flights,
located at the Manned SPacecraft Center in
Houston, Texas. See FOREWORD.

MISSION OPERATIONS COI{IROL ROOM - Windowless
room housing clisplay and control consoles
where incorning flight information is dis-
played and from which the flight is control-
1ed. See FOREWORD.

MISSION OPERATIONS WING - Wing of Mission Con-
trol Center which houses two Mission OPera-
tions Control Roorns on the second and third
floors.

MISSION PROFILE - Ftight plan showing all per-
tinent events scheduled.

MITE - Master Instrumentation and Timing Equip-
ment

MLA - Merritt Island, FIa. ' DoD-Eastern Test
Range Station (see MERRITT).

MLT - Mobile Launch Tower (see ilefinition)
MM - Midcourse Maneuver (see MIDCOURSE); Maxi-

mum/t'linimum ; Mil limeter
MIVIH - Monomethyt Hydrazine (see definition)
M&O - Maintenance and OPerations

MOBILE LAUNCH TOWER - Also called Mobile
Launcher. Morrable launch platform half an
acre in size with a 380-foot umbilical tower
mounted on it. Base and tower weight 10'5
million pounds and stand 445 feet above
ground level, with t8 platforms. It is moved

into the VAB, where the Saturn V is assem-
bled on it, then moved to LC-39. It stays
with the vehicle until it is launched.

MOBILE SERVICE STRUCTURE - A 4OO-fOOt tAlI
steel-truss structure with five platforms,
two of them powered and all adjustable, for
servicing the Saturn V at LC-39 before
launch. It is moved to its parking area 7000
feet away about seven hours before the
launch.

MOC - Mission Operations Computer
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MOCR - Mission Operations Control Room (see
definition)

MOD - Module (see definition)
MODE - Method or sequence of performing a task

or sequence of tasks.
MODULE - Section of a spacecraft, or combination

of components contained in one package or
mounting, which serves one complete function.

MONOMETHYL HYDRAZfNE - A component of Aerozine
(see AEROZINE).

MONOPROPELLANT - Rocket fuel in which fuel and
oxidizer are premixed, ready for inunediate
use.

MOSL - Mission Operations Support, Laboratory
MOW - Mission Operations Wing (see definition)
MPE - Maximum permissible Exposure (to radiation)
MPM - Maximum propellant Mission
ps - Microsecond (millionth)
MS - Millisecond (thousandth)

MSC - Manned Spacecraft Center (see definition)
MSCO - Manual Sustainer (engine) Cutoff
MSEC - t'{illisecond (thousandth)

IISFC - Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville,
Ala. (see definition)

MSFN - Manned Space Ftight Network
tion)

MSK - Manual Select Keyboard

MSS - Mobile Service Structure (see definition)
MTS - Master Timing System

MTU - Magnetic Tape Unit (see TAPE DUMP)

MULTI-ENGINE-OUT CAPABILITY - Ability of Saturn
first stage to continue flight with more than
one engine outr occu.rs at certain point in
launch phase (for Saturn IB, about IO seconds
after liftoff)

MULTIPLEXER - Device for the sharing of a cir-
cuit by two or more coincident signals; a
device which collects data from many sources
and arranges it for simultaneous transmission
over a single network. That transmission is
called multiplexing. The signals may be
separated by tirne division, frequency divi_
sion or phase division.

MURPIIYTS LAw - The so-ca1led scientific "law"
which states: "what can go wrong wiII go
wrong. tt

MUX (OR Ux) - Multiplexer (see clefinition)

N^ - Nitrogenz-
NASA - National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

tration (see definition)
NASC - National Aeronatics and Space Council

(see definition)
NASCOM - NASA Communications Networkr the

worldwide network which links all tracking
stations, the MCC and LCC with teletgre,
voice and digital data links, and is the
responsibility of Goddard Space Flight cen-
ter, Greenbelt, Md. See SCAMA.

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION -
Civilian agency with research and development
responsibility for aeronautical and space
activities with the express exception of
those prirnarily associated with weapons sys-
tems and military operations.

NATIONAL AERONAUTTCS AND SPACE COUNCTL - StAtU-
tory advisory council to the President, con-
sisting of the Secretary of Defense, the
Administrator of NASA, Chairman of the AEC,
Secretary of State and other members as
selected by the president.

NAUTICAL MILE - A distance of 6,076.I feet, or
about 1.15 statute miles, used in naval and
sea operations, particularly in recovery
operations. (See COIWERSION TABLE).

NAV - Navigation
NAVIGATION BASE - Rigid supporting structure for

IMU, and sextant and telescope.

NB - Navigation Base (see definition)
NC - Network Controller (or Coordinator, or

Countdown); No Contact; Nose Cone (see defi-
nition); Normally closed (Switch)

Ncc - corrective Cornbination (for rendezvous)

NCI - Phase Adjust Maneuver (rendezvous)

NEG - Negative

NEUTRAL POINT - See NULL POINT

N&G - Navigation and Guidance (see GUIDANCE and
NAVIGATION)
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NH - Height Adjust Maneuver (rendezvous)

NZ"a - Hydrazine (fuel)
NITROGEN TETROXIDE - Oxidizer used in all Apollo

spacecraft reaction and attitude control
engines, the service propulsion engine, and
the lunar module ascent and descent engines.
The fuel used with it is either monomethyl
hydrazine or blended hydrazine.

NM (OA N.MI.) - Nautical MiIe (see definition)
N/O - Normally Open

NZO4 - Nitrogen Tetroxide (see ctefinition)
NO C'o - Functioning irnproperly; not ready to

proceed

NOISE - Any unwanted sound or disturbance on a
useful frequency band which interferes with
clear reception of radio or radar signals.

NORAD - North Arnerican Air Defense (Conrnand)

NOSE CONE - See LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEM; e-BALL.
NRTF - Navy Recovery Task Force

N/S - Near Space

NSC - Navigation Star Catalogue
NSEC - Nanosecond (Billionth)
NSF - National Science Foundation
NSIF - Near Space Instrumentation Facility
NSR - Circularization Maneuver (rendezvous)

NsT - (Flight) Network support Tean

NTO - Nitrogen Tetroxide (see definition)
NULL POINT, NULL CIRCLE - Theoretical point in

space where gravitational attraction of one
planet balances that of another. Since parts
of the solar system are always moving in
relation to each other, the nul1 circle is
theoretical rather than rea1.

O, - Oxygen

OA - Onidirectional Antenna (see definition)
O&C - Operations and Checkout

OCCULTATION - The disappearance of one body
behincl another or larger apparent size, such
as the disappearance of the moon "behind"
the earth-

OcPs - oxygen and Cabin Pressure Control Section
(of cM)

OCs - onboard Checkout System

OD - Operations Director
ODCU - @tics Coupling Display Unit (see COU-

PLING DISPI,AY T'NIT)

ODM - One-Day Mission

ODOP - Offset Doppler Tracking System (see
DOVAP)

ODRN - Orbiting Data Relay Network

OECO - Outboard Engine Cutoff
O,/F - oxidizer-to-Fuel (Ratio)

oG - outer Gimbal (see SteSILIzED PLATToRM)

OGA - Outer Ginbal Angle (or Axis; see STABI-
LIZED PI,ATFORM)

OGE - operational Ground Equipment (part of AGE)

OL - Open Ioop; Overload

OMNI - omnidirectional (a11 directions)
OMNIDIRECTIOMAL AMIENNA - Antenna having a non-

directional pattern in azimuth and a direc-
tional pattern in elevation; there are two
VHF omnidirectional antennas on the service
rnodule, and four S-Band omnidirectional
antennas on the cormnand nodule.

OMU - optical Measuring Unit (scanning telescope
and sextant in spacecraft)

OPEN ENDED MISSION - Flight for which there is
no stated duration, but which continues as
long as equipment is working properly or
until all flight objectives are met.

OPEN LOOP - A control system in which there is
no self-correction action as there is in a
closed-1oop system.

OPERATIONAL FLIGHT CONTROL - In-flight control
by the onboard crew after the launch vehicle
separation.

OPERATIONAL GROUND EQUIPMENT - A functional part
of a system which operates with the flight
vehicler part of the aerospace ground equip-
ment (see clefinition).

OPERATIONS SUPPORT BUILDING - Building which
houses maintenance areas and engineering
activities for launch complexes 34 and 37,
located adjacent to the rc-34 rcC.
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OPS - Operations Director
OPTfCAL NAVIGATION - Navigation by optical

sighting as opposed to mathematical methods.

ORBfT - Spacecraftrs path around earth or moon,
beginning and ending at a fixed point in
space and requiring only 360 degrees of
travel. (The point on the earth \there the
orbit began will not be the same, since dur-
ing the period of orbit, the earth will have
revolved in the sane direction. Compare
REVoLUrroN. ) Orbital eonfiwmtion is math-
ematical confirmation on the basis of track-
ing data that a stable orbit has been
achieved by the spacecraft. 1rbit nades are
the points in an orbit where the path crosses
a specified reference plane such as the
equitorial pIane. tn otbital period is the
tirne it takes for the spacecraft to complete
one orbi-t; this depends on height and velo-
city. Otbital ueloeity is that reguired to
establish and maintain a spacecraft in orbit.

ORDNANCE INSTALLATIONS - Cornponents of space-
craft systems considered hazardous; erq>losive
components such as pyrotechnic squibs, explo-
sive bolts, exploding bridgewires , hypergo-
lic igniters and solid propellant motors.

ORDNANCE rOWER - Specific structure where ord-
nance items are instaLled, checked out and
connected in a relatively remote area and
under closely controlled conditions.

OSW - Operations Support Wing (of MCC)

Cff - Optical Tracker

OTOLITH - Portion of the inner ear which plays
a part in the sense of balance and orienta-
tion.

OUTGASSING - The tendency of some solid mate-
rials to produce gas in a hard vacuum, such
as in space or in a depressurized spacecraft.

OVERBURN - Overlong burn of engines resulting
in too much speed, or arrival at incorrect
position if not corrected.

ox (on oxrD) - oxidizer (see definition)
OXIDIZER - Substance that supplies the oxygen

necessary for burnJ.ng. (Normal burning on
earth utilizes the free oxygen in the atmos-
phere for this purpose.)

AP (oel,ra-P) - Pressure change

PA - Pad Abort (see PAD); Pressure-Actuated
(switch) i Power Anplifier

PAC - Pacific Ocean

PACE - Prelaunch Automatic Checkout Equipnent

PAD - Area from which booster is launched;
immediate launch site as opposed to com-
p1ex. A pq.d abort is stopping the mission
on the pad because of malfunction or other
problems. tlne pad ehief is the individual
charged with coordinating the overall opera-
tions on the launch pad. "Ihe pa.d deluge rs
water sprayed on the pad during launch to
disperse the heat of booster launching. The
pa.d tertnirwl eonneetion room refers specifi-
cal1y to Cornplex 39, and contains connections
between the launch control center and the
mobile launch tower, as well as operations,
checkout and monitoring equipment for the
ECS, propellant and high-pressure-gas storage
facilities.

PARABOLA - A curve or partial circle that does
not return into itself. A paraboli.c orbit,
or pa?abola of escape, is such that the
spacecraft has escape velocity at every point
along it. Patabolic re-entTA is re-entry at
speeds of less than 36,500 fps (24,886 nph).

PARACHUTE - one of eight in the Apollo earth
landing system. The three main chutes are
83.S-foot ringsail chutes, any two of which
could safely lower the 12,500-pound space-
craft to a water landj-ng from 10,000 feet'
where they are first deployed. (see prlot
CHTITES, DROGUE CHUTES. )

PARALLAX - The apparent displacement of any
object viewed from two different points, or
the apparent difference in direction of its
motion; refers to everything from another
object in space as seen frorn the spacecraft
to the reading on a dial as viewed from thto
different couches in the spacecraft.

PARALLEL REDUNDENCY - Describes two rnethods or
systems working at the same time to accorn-
plish the sanne task, although either could
handle it alone.

PARAMETER - A characteristic element or constant
factor or valuei often, a lfuniting value or
set of values.
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(orbit, etc.) of a planetary body or satel-
1ite.

PF - Powered Flight; Preflight
PFM - Pulse Frequency Modulation

PGA - Pressure Garment AssemJcly (see definition)
PGNCS - Primary Guidance and Navigation Control

System

rlr
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PARKING ORBIT - Intermediate orbit around the
earth or moon where a spacecraft can await
the proper moment for translunar or trans-
earth injection.

PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT - ALSEP (SCC dcfiNi-
tion) experiment to measure lunar quakes.

PAT - Patrick AFB, Fla. DoD-Eastern Test Range
tracking station (see below)

PATRICK - Patrick AFB, Fla., site of DoD-
Eastern Test Range tracking station equipped
with C-Band radar for near-earth orbital
mission support.

PAYLoAD - Ttlat which a booster carries over and
above what is necessary to get it where it
is going; the spacecraft.

PB - Pushbutton

PBI - Pushbutton rndicator (see ctefinition)
PC - Pitch Control; Program Control; Printed

Circuit
PcB - Printed Circuit Board

PCC - Pilot Control Console

PCHA - Pitch Attitude
PCM - Pulse Code Modulation (see definition);

Pitch Control Motor (see definition)
PCl,tcS - PCM Ground Station
PCMTEA - Pul-se Code Modulation and Timing Elec-

tronics Assembly

PDA - Precision Drive Axis (of the onboard sex-
tant)

PENDULOUS INTEGRATING GYRO ACCELEROMETER - Part
of the spacecraft stabilization and control
system which provides acceleration data for
automatic termination of the service pro-
pulsion engine, and for display.

PERICYMTHION - The perigee of orbit about the
npon. Also cal1ed periselene.

PERIGEE - The point in an elliptical orbit at
which the spacecraft is closest to earth.
Its opposite, the highest point, is the
apogee.

PERIHELION - The point in an orbit about the sun
closest to the sun.

PERTERBATION - Disturbance in the regr-ular motion

.| p" - Alkalinity to Acidity Content (hydrogen

I ion concentration in fuel cells)
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peaked voltage pulse.

I PIPA - Pulsed Integrating pendulous Accelero-
neter (see definition)

PHONOCARIOGRAM - Measurement and recording of a
heartbeat by sound.

PHOTOMETRY - Measurement of the intensity of
light.

PICKET SHIP - Tracking or recovery ship sup-
porting a space flight.

PICO - Prefi-x meaning one trillionth
(.0000o0o00001)

PIGA - Pendulous Integrating Gyroscopic Accel-
eroneter (see definition)

PIGTAIL - Short, coiled connecting wire or
bwrdle of wires, such as an igniter connec-
tion.

PrI,oT - See LUNAR MODULE PILOT, CoMMAND MoDULE
PILOT.

PII,OI CHIIIE - Three ring-s1ot rchutes in Apollo
earth landing system that pul1 the mainrchutes out of their casings. They are
fired by morters at about 1O,OOO feet alti-
tUde and inflate to a diameter of 7.2 feeX,
pulling the main parachutes and shroud lines
free.

PIP - Predicted Impact Point; as a word, the
signal on oscilloscope screen of an elec-
tronic instrurnent produced by a sharply

PfrcH - Attitude npvement of the spacecraft
wherein the nose tips up or dolrn, rotating
around the y (lateral) axis.

PITCH CONTROL MOTOR - $nall rocket engine in
the spacecraftrs Launch Escape System that
applies 2,850 pounds of sideways thrust for
half a second after the Launch Escape Motor
has been fired, to kick the ascending

7T
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spacecraft out of the path of the ascending
booster behinil it. (see LAUNCH ESCAPE SVS-

TEM. )

PITCHOVER - The programmed maneuver that turns
the ascending booster during the launch phase
from vertical flight to a more horizontal
direction.

PKG - Phonocardiogram

PL - Postlanding

PLA - Planned Landing Area

PLASMA - The envelope of ionized gas particles
which surrounds the spacecraft as it re-
enters the atmosphere at hypersonic speed'
Caused by the heat of re-entry, it interferes
with radio and radar reception and trans-
mission to and from the spacecraft (see

BLACKOUT).

PLC - Propellant Loading Console (see defini-
tion)

PLIM - Postlaunch Instrunentation Message

PLO - Pacific Launch OPerations

PLPS - Propeltant Loading Pressurization System

PLSS - Portable Life Support System, Post-
Landing Survival System (see definitions)

PLUS COUIflI - The count from the moment of igni-
tion of the booster forward, through the
launch phase, Iasting until the powered
portion of the boost ends-

PLV - Post-Landing Ventilation (of conunand

nodule)

PLVC - Post-Landing Ventitation control

PM - Phase (or Pulse) Modulation (see PULSE coDE

MODUI,ATION)

PMP - Promodulation Processor (see definition)

P,/o - Printout (of data from a computer)

Po - Parkinq orbit (see definition)
POGO EFFECT - Vertical oscillation of booster

stage, specifically Saturn V first stage'
encountered in earlY flights.

POMS - Precision Orbital Measuring System

PoO - Progran zero-zero- (Term used for clear-
ing the spacecraft computer or returning it
to zeto for another cornputation.)
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) no*ro"* LrFE suPPoRT sYSTEI4 - Backpack con-

taining oxygen, water circulation and cool-

- ing, air condition, telemetry and colununica-

I tions equipment, worn for exploration of the
I iunar suriace.

POS - Positive; Postion; Pacifj'c Ocean Ship

I posrcRADE MorroN - orbital motion in the same
I direction as the spacecraft is already mov-

ing. e posi.grade tLu'usten or rocket is one

.; which thrusts forward, or in the direction

I 
the vehicle is traveling.

PoSITIVE G - Eyeballs down; acceleration exPer-
ience in a downward (head-to-feet) direc-

f tion.
I posr-r,ANDrNG suRvwAL sYsrEM - Survival kit

stowed in the command rnodule for use in case
of landing in an unplanned or hostile envi-
ronment. Contains water, a desalter kit,
life raft, radio beacon, strobe flashlight,
machete, rnedical kit, compass' etc.

POSTPASS - After the spacecraft's orbital pass
overhead.

POT - Potable

POTABLE - Drinkable; usually refers to fuel-
cell produced water.

POWER SERVO ASSEMBLY - Contains most of elec-
tronic npdules used in G&N servo loops and
power supplies.

PP - Partial Pressure; PostPassi Present Posi-
tion

PPI - PIan Position Indicator

PPK - Pilotrs Preference Kit
PPM - Parts Per Millioni Pulses Per l'linute

PPM - Pulse Position Modulationt Postpass Mes-
sage

PPS - Pulses Per Second

PPs - Prinary ProPulsion System

PR - Pulse Rate

PRD - Pre-Retro Update Display (see ctefinition)

PRE - Pretoria, South Africa, DOD Eastern Test
Range tracking station (see below).

PRECESSION - Change in direction of the rotation
axis of a spinning body or plane of an orbit-
ing body when acted on by an outsj-de force'
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PREGNANT GUPPY - The unlikety-Iooking four-
engined aircraft developed for transporting
the S-TV stage of the Saturn I booster' Once

the largest aircraft in the world, it has

been replaced in this regard by the even
Iarger Super Guppy. Both are owned by Aero
Spacelines, Inc.

PRELORT - Precision Long-Range Tracking Radar

PREMODULATION PRoCESSOR - Assimilation, inte-
gration and distrj-bution center for all forms
of spacecraft data (tetemetry, data storaget
television, central timing and audio sig-
nals) and voice and conrnand signals from the
ground. The processor mixes and switches
the signals to the appropriate transmitter'

PRERETRO UPDATE - Update information on timing'
duration and spacecraft attitude at retro-
fire, sent to the spacecraft before re-entry'

PRESSURE GARMENT ASSEMBLY - Space suit, includ-
ing inner comfort layer, Pressure layer and

outer restraint 1ayer, boots, gloves, cloth
earphone caP, and bubble helmet'

PRESTAGE - Prelaunch engine combustion sequence'
in which a partial flow of propellants to
the thrust chamber is started and ignition
takes place.

PRETORIA - Pretoria, South Africa, site of DOD-

Eastern Test Range station equipped with
C-Band radar and VHF telemetry facilities
for near-earth orbital mission support'

PREVAIVES - Leakproof valves in propellant feed
systems which open to allow propellant to
reach the tllrbopunps before engine ignition'

PRIMARY VOICE LINK - Radio frequency promisinq
most efficient voice conmunication under
current condition of flight; usually VHF/AM

in near-earth orbj-t, and S-Band in deep
space.

PRl.l - Posigrade Rocket Motor (such as ullage
rockets; see POSIGRADE)

PRN - Pulse Rangi-ng Navigation; Pseuso-Random
Noise

PROGRAMMED ROLL - Automatically controlled roll
of the booster before Pitchover'

PROGRAMMED TURN - Turn of booster from the ver-
tical after liftoff; Pitchover.

PROGRAMIVIING - Booster movement through assigned
trajectorY maneuvers.

PRONE G - Eyeballs out; acceleration in a back-
to-chest direction.

PROP - ProPellant

PROPELLANT FEED SYSTEM - Piping, sensors, main
propellant valves and turbopumps which move

propellant frorn tanks to thrust chamber'

PROPELLANT LOADING CONSOLE - Control center for
loading fuel and oxidizer into booster tanks
before launch.

PROPELLANT UTILIZATION CONTROL SYSTEM - Valve
assembly in oxidizer feed lines operated to
increase or decrease the flow of oxidizer'

PSA - Power Servo Assenbly (see definition)

PSE - Passive Seismic Experiment (see defini-
tion)

PSI - Pounds Per Square Inch (pressure)

PSIA - Pounds per Square Inch Absolute (pres-
sure)

PSID - Pounds Per Square Inch Differential
(pressure)

PSS - Pad SafetY SuPervisor

PST - Pacific Standard Time

PtA - Pitch Trim Angle

PTPS - Propellant Transfer Pressurization Sys-
tem

PfI - Push-to-Talk

PTV - Pitch Thrust vector

PU - Propellant Utilization; Propulsion Unit

PUCS - Propellant Utilization control System
(see ctefinition)

PtD - Preretro UPdate Display (see definition)

PUGS - Propellant Utilization and Gauqing System

PULSE CODE I,TODUI,ATION TELEMETRY - PU1SE MOdUIA-

tion in which the signal is periodically
sampled, and each sample is guantized and

transnitted as digital code' Information
transmitted is contained in the prime posi-
tion of the pulse in relation to a known

reference point- Pulse Code Modulation tele-
metry eguipment in the consnand npdule com-

uinei signals from various sources into
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a single signal, which is sent to the pre-
modulation processor.

PULSED INTEGRATING PENDULOUS ACCELEROMETER _ A
measuring system to sense acceleration and
velocity which can be synchronized with a
digital computer.

PULSED INTEGRATING PENDULUM - A single-degree-
of-freedom pendulum which is the accelera-
tion-sensing device of the pulsed integrating
pendulous accelerometer.

PULSE POSITION I4ODULATION TELEMETRY - Telemetry
in which the information transmitted is
indicated by the presense or absence of a
pulse within a known block of pulses.

PURGE - To get rid of the residual fluid in a

line or tanki to flush out a system. A

purging system introduces a gas such as car-
bon dioxide or nitrogen into the ullage space
of a tank above the propellants to sweep
out toxic or combustible fumes when the tanks
are being drained.

PUSHBUTTON INDICATOR - Control which is both an
indicator (which lights up when attention to
its function is needed) and a control button
for initiating the action necessary.

PUSH-TO-TALK - Microphone switch located in the
crewman's runbillical cable which is pushed
when the astronaut wishes to transmit his
voice.

PVSE - Primary Vehicle Systems Engineer

PVT - Pressure-Voltage-Temperature

PYRO - Pyrotechnic

PYROTECHNIC - Explosive. Pyro batteries are
used to provide power to explosive devices
such as explosj-ve bolts or bridgewires.

Q - Symbol for dynarnic plessure. (See DYNAMICS;

MAX-Q)

Q-BALL - Device in the nose cone of the launch
escape system which measures Pressure changes
and the angle of the launch vehicle' pro-
viding data to the launch vehicle guidance
system, the emergency detection systern and
to an indicator on the command module's nain
display console.

QD - Quick Disconnect (fitting)

QDXR - Qr:adriplexer (see MULTIPLEXER)
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QLR - Quick-Look RePort-

QTY - Quantity

QUAD - Group of four RCS thrusters, each facing
90 degrees away from its neighbor. See

REACTION COMIROL ENGINE.

QUANTIZE, QUANTIZATION - To convert continuous
values of information to a finite nurnber of
discrete (individual, single) values.

QUICK-DISCONNECT FITTING - Any electrical or
other fitting designed for instant "unplug-
gingr" i.e., urnbillical cords, etc.

R - Ranger RoII

RA - Radar Altimeter
RACON - Radar Beacon

RADAR - Radio Direction and Ranging

RADIATION SURVEY METER - ll,and-he1d meter to
record radiation level in the comnand module
cabin.

RADIATORS - SEE SPACE RADIATORS

RADIOISCIOPE TI-IERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR - Device
which furnishes power for ALSEP experiments.
See ALSEP.

RADOT - Real-Time Autornatic Digital Optical
Tracker

RADVS - Radar Altimeter and Doppler Velocity
Sensor

RAE - Range, Azimuth and Elevation

RAFDO - Re-entry Assistant Flight Dynamics
officer

RANGE SAFErY SYSTEM - System of receiving
antennas, detonators, safe-and-arm devices
and associated eguiprnent which detonates
shaped charges in the propellant tanks of a

booster stage to destroy the vehicle and
disperse its propellants; activated by radio
comnand from the ground in the event of
dangerous booster malfunction or deviation
in flight path. Each Saturn stage has
redundant range safety sYstems.

RANGE TRACKER - USNS Range Tracker' DoD-Eastern
Test Range tracking ship equipped with C-Band
radar for near-earth orbital mission suPPort.

RANGING - Determining the distance of a space-
craft from a ground-based trackingl station
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by one of several techniques.

RATE GYRO ASSEMBLY - Three rate gyros in the
command module which emit siqnals indicating
the rate of angular motion (attitude change
rate) to the FDAI and to automatic stabili-
zation and control- system equipment.

RAT|S NEST - Area in the spacecraft which is
crowded with complicated circuits and elec-
tronic equipment-

RB - Recovery Beaconi Radar Beacon

RBA - Recovery Beacon Antenna

RCC - Recovery Control Centert Range Control
Center

RCE - Re-entry Control Electronics
RCP - Recovery Conunand post (remote)

RCS - Reaction Control System

R&D - Research and Development

REACTION CONTROL ENGINE - One of the spacecraft
RCS thrusters used for attitude control of
the command and service module, command
module alone, or lunar module. The service
and lunar modules have 16 1O0-pound-thrust
RCS engines each, grouped in clusters of
four (see QUAD.) The lunar comnand module
has 12 93-pound-thrust RCS engines. See
below. All use the hypergolic propellants
aerozine and nitrogen tetroxide.

R-EACTION CONTROL SYSTEM - System of sma1l atti-
tude control thrusters which operate in
response to automatic signals from the space-
craft stabil-ization and control system, in
conjunction with the guidance and navigation
system, or can be controlled manual-ly by
the crew. The service module RCS provides
attitude control for the joined conmand and
service modules for most of the mission; the
command module RCS is not normally used until
during re-entry, after the service module is
j ettisoned.

R"EACTION ENGINE - Rocket engine; one in which
propulsion force is the rropposite and equal
reaction" to the action of ejecting a stream
of hot gases from a nozzLe, according to
Newtonrs third law of motion (law of action
and reaction). This is the same principal
as is involved in the recoil- of a q:un; con-
trary to a popular notion, the gas stream

A
I

does not push against the outside afunosphere.

RIAD - Understand, as a voice transmission

READOUT - The transmission and subsequent dis-
play of data.

REAL TIME - As it happens. Term is usually
applied to reporting of events as they hap-
pen, or computation of data as it comes in,
with nearly instantaneous readouts.

REAL TIME COMPUTER COMPLEX - Computer system in
the MCC which provides real-time readouts
of various flight events. (See FOREWORD)

R-ECOVERY - Location and retrieval of astronauts
and spacecraft at the end of a mission.

RECOVERY BEACON - Flashing light attached to the
top of the command module to aid in recovery.

RECOVERY BEACON TRANS}4ITTER - VT{F tTANSMittET
which signals continuously during spacecraft
descent to earth to pinpoint landing place
for recovery forces.

RECY - Recovery

RECYCLE - To stop the countdown and return to
an earlier place in the sequence; to return
to the beginning of a computer program with-
out reloading the program or inputting new
data.

RICY CONI - Recovery Controller

RECY COR - Recovery Commander

RECY RM - Recovery Room

RED - USNS Redstone DoD-Eastern Test Range
tracking station (see below).

REDSTONE - USNS Redstone, Apollo Support Ship,
equipped with S-Band facilities for earth
orbital and limited lunar mission support.

REDUNDANCY - A second means for accomplishing a
given task. As an adjective, redundant (See

PARALLEL, STANDBY REDUNDANCY) .

RE-ENTRY - Return of the spacecraft into the
atmosphere after space fliqht.

RE-EIITRY CORRIDOR (OR wINDOw) - Region through
which the spacecraft must pass for successful
re-entry. It is limited by altitude and
velocity parameters.

REGENERATIVE COOLING - Cooling of a part of an
engine (usually the thrust chamber) by cir-
culation of the fuel or oxidizer around it
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before the fuel is used.

RENDEZVOUS - Meeting of two or more spacecraft
in orbit at a planned tine and place.

RENDEZVOUS WINDOWS - Rectangrular window in lunar
npdule used for visibility in rendezvous and
docking and pair of small, triangular windows
facing the nose (apex) of the cormnand module
for the same PurPose.

REQ - Request

RESTART - To load a comPuter progrram from tape
or other input device; to refire an engine.

P€T - Retransmi-ssion

RETICLE - Sight used by spacecraft crew in
aligning a vehicle for docking.

RETRO - Short for retrograde, or retrograde
rocket (retrorocket).

RETRoGRADE - Backward; behinil; in a reverse
direction; opposite to normal motion or to
current direction of travel.

RETROROCKET - Short for retrograde rocket,
that thrusts in the direction opposite to
the nction of travel, the effect beinq to
slow the vehicle's speed. The Saturn IB
launch vehicle has 4 solid propellant retro-
rockets on the interstaqe bet\,veen first and
second stages, to slow the spent first
stage. The Saturn V has 8 first-stage
retrorockets, and 4 on the interstage between
second and third stages.

REV - Revolution

REVoLUTION - Circuit of the earth or noon begin-
ning and ending at a fixed point on the earth
or moon rather than a fixed point in space.
Since the earth is also revolving in the
same direction, while the spacecraft is
circling it, the point at which the revolu-
tion began has moved further ahead and the
spacecraft nust "catch up" with the refer-
ence point at the end of the revolution. A

revolution is therefore more than 360 degrees
of travel and takes about six minutes longer
than an orbj.t. (ComPare oRBIT- )

RF - Radio Frequencyi Recovery Forces

RGA - Rate Gyro Assembly (see definition)
RGS - Railio Guidance SYstem

RH - Right-Hand; Relative HumiditY

t
I

q
RI#B - Right-Hand Equipment Bay (see defini-

tion)
RHFEB - Right-Hand Forward Equipment Bay (see

definition)
RHI - Range-Height Indicator

RHSC - Right-Hanil Side Console

RIGHT-HAND EQUIPMENT BAY - storage area at right
of crew couches containing waste management

system controls and storaqe compartment'
electrical power equipment, mission and earth
landing system sequencers, signal condition-
ers, fuse box, circuit utilization box and

phase correction caPacitor box'

RIGIIT-HAND FORWARD EQUIPMENT BAY - Storaqe area
above the lower equipment bay at the foot of
the couches containing survival kits, rnedi-
cal supplies, sanitery supplies, and tele-
vision camera and mount, and tools'

RIPS - Radar ImPact Prediction System

RKV - USNS Rose Knot Victor DoD-Eastern Test
Range tracking station equipped with tele-
metry and voice relay and C-Band radar for
near-earth orbital mission support'

RN - Downrange Error

RI\IDZ - Rendezvous

RNTY - Re-entry

R/o - Readouti Recovery operations

ROCR - Recovery Operations Control Room (in MCC)

ROGER - OkaY; will do.

ROLL - Rotation of the spacecraft around its X

(Iongituctinal) axis.
ROM - Rough Order of Maqnitude

ROSE KNOT - USNS Rose Knot Victor' a tracking
ship (see RKV).

ROTARY HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR - Radiat vane and

cylinder asseilbly used to rotate the swing
aims of the launch umbillical tower or mobile
launcher in a horizontal direction'

RoTATION CONTRoLLER - Control sticks which are
turned to give manual signals to the attitude
control thrusters or to provide proportional
rate comand signals for spacecraft atti-
tude; they can be mounted on the left or
right couches and at the navigator's posi-
tion.
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ROTI - Recording Optical Tracking Instrument

RP-l-Rocket Propellant, Type I; the fuel used
in H-l and F-l Saturn first-stage engines,
a highly refined form of kerosene.

RPM - Revolutions per minute

RPS - Revolutions per second

RR - Recovery (control) Roorn; Respiration Ratet
Rendez\rous Radar

R&R-DOT - Range and Range Rate

RR/T - Rendezvous Radar,/Transponder

RS - Remote Station (or Site) r Range Safety

RSC - Range Safety Control (or Command; see
RANGE SAFETY SYSTEM)

RSCSS -Range Safety Comnand Shutdown System

RSDP - Remote Site Data Processor

RSO - Range Safety Officer
RSP - Respiration

RSTC - Remote Site Telemetry Computer

RT - ReaI Time; Rate; Retro Table

RTA - Real-Time Accurnulator (see REAL-TIME;
ACCUMULATOR)

RTC - Real--Time Computer (or Comrnand; see
definition)

RTCC - Real-Time Computer CompLex (see defini-
tion)

RTG - Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (see
definition)

RTK - USNS Range Tracker DoD-Eastern Test
Range tracking station (see RANGE TRACKER).

RTTV - Real-Time Television
RTV - Recovery Task Unit
RUMBLE - Form of combustion instability causingr

a low-pitched runbling noise.

Rz - Return to zero (see POO)

s- (ONE-B) STAGE - First stage of Saturn-IB
(Uprated Saturn) launch vehicle, powered by
eight H-l engines burning RP-1 and liquid
oxygen for a total thrust of 1.6 nillion
pounds; weighs 45 tons dry and nearly 500
tons fueled, is 80 feet tall.

S-IC (ONE-C) STAGE - First stage of the Saturn V

launch vehicle' powered by five p-J- engines
burning RP-I and liquid oxygen for a total
thrust of 7.5 rnillion poundst weighs I5O tons
dry and more than 2400 tons fueled, is 138
feet tall.

5-11 (Two) STAGE - Second stage of Saturn V

launch vehicle, powered by five J-2 engines
burning liquid hydrogen and liquid oxyqen
for a total thrust of 1.1 million pounds;
weighs 47 tons dry and 520 tons fueled, is
81 feet tall.

S-IVB (FOUR-B) STAGE - Second stage of Saturn
IB (Uprated Saturn) launch vehicle; also
third stage of Saturn V launch vehicle,
powered by a single restartable J-2 engine
burning liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen for
a thrust of 225,000-230,000 pounds; weighs
15 tons dry and 126 tons fueled (Saturn IB
version) , or L7 tons dry and 131 tons fueled
(Saturn V version), is 58 feet tall.

SA - Spacecraft Adapter; Spin Axis (Vector);
Systems Address; formerly Saturn-Apo1lo,
which is now Apollo-Saturn or AS

SARAH - Search and Range Homing (Beacon)

SATURN IB (ONE-B) LAUNCH VEHICLE (UPRATED

SATURN) - Two-stage booster for the first
manned Apollo flight; has made four unmanned
ftights (Feb. 26, 1966-Jan 22, L968); with
spacecraft iL is 224 feet tall and weighs 86
tons dry and more than 650 fueled. It can
place a 20-ton payload into earth orbit.

SATURN V (FIVE) I,AI,'NCH VEHICLE - ThTCC-SIA9C
booster to be used for Apo11o flights sub-
sequent to the first manned mission, includ-
ing the lunar mission. With the spacecraft'
it is tall as a 3O-story building (363 feet) r

weighs as much as a Navy destroyer (215 tons
dry; 3'097 tons fueled), and it can lift a
50-ton payload to the moon.

SATURN ELECTRICAL SYSTEM - In the Saturn IB, two
28-vdc batteries in the first stage; three
28-vdc and a 56-vdc battery in the second
stage. In the Saturn V, two 28-vdc batteries
in the first stage, four in the second, and
three 28-vdc and a 56-vdc battery in the
third. Each battery and its associated dis-
tributors and inverters form a separate
power system which is used for a specific
group of functions.

SATURN GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM - Contained
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in the Instrument Unit onboard both the
Saturn IB and Saturn V launch vehicles; sys-
tem determines and controls the boosterrs
position, velocity and attitude throughout
the powered portion of the f1ight. An all-
inertial system utilizing an inertial plat-
form, two computers and control and rate
gyros.

S-BAND - 2100-to-2300 megacycle band (fre-
quency), carrying voice, PCM telemetry, tele-
vision, scientific data, coherent two-way
Doppler, and tracking up,ilata dr:ring all
phases of the flight and especially in cleep
space during the lunar mission. There it is
the primary voice link. There are 17 I'{SFN
stations located around the globe with
Unified S-Band capability.

SBX - S-Band Transponder

S,/C - Spacecraft (see definition)
S&C - Stabilization and Control
SCAMA - Switching, Conferencing and Monitoring

Arrangement (see below)

SCAMA-PHONE - Voice communications (telephone)
switchboard system linking all MSFN stations
and control centersi part of NASCOM

SCAT - Space Communications and Tracking

SCE - Signal Conditioning Equipment (see defi-
nition)

SCGSS - Super Critical Gas Storage System

SCIENTIFIC INSTRTTMEN]ATION SYSTEM - Tools and
instruments for performing scientific experi-
ments on the lunar surface, including a
lunar atmosphere analyzer; devices for mea-
suring gravity, magnetism, the lunar crust,
and radiationi rock and soil analysis eguip-
menti a seismograph, soil temperature sen-
sor, and a still camera and !V camera. This
equipment will be used by the astronauts on
the spot, as opposed to the ALSEP equipment
to be left behind for future readings (see
ALSEP).

S/CO - Spacecraft Observer

SCOM - Spacecraft Corununicator (CAPCOM)

SCPA - SCS Control Panel

SCR - Signal Condj-tioner (see SIGNAI CONDITION-
ING EQUIPMENT)

I
I
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SCREAMING - A form of combustion j-nstability in
a booster engine characterized by a high-
pitched scream.

SCRUB - To cancel or postpone a flight; as a

noun, the cancelation or postponement itself.
SCS - Stabilization and Control System (see

definition)
SCSCP - Sequence Control System Control Panel

(see SEQUENCER)

SC,/SM - Spacecraft systems Monitoring

SCS MODES - One of several control modes in
which the SCS nay be used, taking its "direc-
tions" from various sources. The system will
autonatically rnaintain current spacecraft
attitude (ScS attitude control mode); main-
tain attitude with respect to earth (Scs

local vertical mode) i use a manual start of
the SPS engine with automatj.c cutoff at
preset velocity (SCS delta-V mode); or
operate with strictly manual control of atti-
tude and vectorinq (scs entry mode).

SCSS - Spacecraft Control System

SCT - Scanning Telescope (G&N System)

SCTE - Spacecraft Central Timing Equipment (see

CENTRAL TIMING EQUIPMENT)

SDA - (Sextant) Shaft Drive Axis

SDC - Spacecraft Digital Computer

SDF - Single Degree-of-Freedom 1gyros)

SDP - Site Data Processor

S-E - Sequence of Events

SE - Southeast (rendezvous navigation)

SEA MARKER - Povrdered fluorescein dye packed in
a metal container; colors the sea water
brilliant yellow-green around the spacecraft
after landing to assist spotting from recov-
ery aircraft.

SECO - Sustainer (or Secondary) Enqine Cutoff
(see SUSTAINER)

SECS - Sequential Events Control System (se-
quencer)

SEF - Small-End Forward

SEISMOGRAPH - Part of the scientific instrumen-
tation system' provides instrument for
investigating sub-surface structure of the

I
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moon by measu.ring shock waves from a charge
exploded beneath the lunar surface.

SELENOCEMrRIC - Relating to the rpon as a cen-
ter.

SEP - Separation

SEPS - Service (tttodule) Electrical Power System

SEQ - Sequencer; Sequential
SEQUENCER - Mechanical or electronic device that

initiates a series of events in a particular
order, by a preset schedule.

SERVICE IqODULE - 22-foot tall cylindrical space-
craft section containing the service propul-
sion engine, spacecraft electrical power sys-
tem and part of the environmental control
system. Located between the cormnand module
and the lunar module adapter at launch, it
rernains attached to the cormand nodule
throughout most of the lunar mission, being
jettisoned just before re-entry into earth
atmosphere.

SERVICE PROPULSION SYSTEM - Main propulsion
engine for return from the moon, a 21,500-
pound-thrust engine burning aerozine and
nitrogen tetroxide for a total burn time of
about 8 l/2 minutes in up to 36 separate fir-
ings. It is gimbal-mounted and automatically
controlled by the guidance and navigation
system, stabilization and control system or
the crew. It provides course correction dur-
ing translunar and transearth coast phases,
injection into lunar orbit and into the
transearth phase, and the power to return the
command module to earth atmosphere during a
high-altitude abort.

SERVICE STRUCTURE - A 5200-ton 300-foot tohrer at
Launch Complex 37 for erection, assembly and
checkout of the Apollo-Saturn IB. Self-
propelled on rai1s, it includes a number of
platforms and six split "si1o" enclosures
around the work platforms to the 248-foot
level for weather protection. See also
MOBILE SERVICE STRUCTURE.

SET - Spacecraft Elapsed Time

SFA - Sun-Finder AssembJ-y

SFC - Specific Fuel Consumption

SGET - Spacecraft Ground Elapsed Time

SGLS - Space-to-cround Link Subsystem

4]
SIIA - Sidereal Hour Angle (see SIDEREAL)

SHEAR-COMPRESSION PADS - Pads which are sheared
during separation of the service and comand
mcdules.

SHEDDING HER SKIRT - Colorful phrase referring
to the spray of ice particles which break
free from a booster at liftoff; the ice
formation is the result of the cold frorn
cryogenic propellants in the first-stage
tanks.

SHIRTSLEEVE ENVIRONIIIEIIT - Nominal pressure and
temperature inside the comnand module in
which the flight crew is not required to
wear pressure suits.

SHOCK DIAMONDS - Visible, wedge-shaped shock
waves in the exhaust of a booster at launch.

SHOCK STRTIIS - Shock atternating devices for
support of the couches and structural parts
of the command and lunar modules.

SHOCK WAVE - Compressed air wave ahead of the
forward edqe of the conunand modulers blunt
end during re-entry.

SHOT - Slang for launch or flight.
SHUIDOWN - The whole sequence of ending propul-

sion, as opposed to cutoff, which usually
refers only to closing the rnain propellant
valvesi includes shutting off turbopump power
source, cutoff of propellant flow and tail-
off of residual propellants and gases.

SID - Sudden Tonospheric Disturbance

SIDE - Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment (see
definition) .

SIDEBAND - Two frequencies located on both sides
of the carrier frequency, termed upper and
lower sideband.

SIDER-EAL - Of or pertaining to time as measured
by stars. A sidereal day is one rotation of
the earth as measured from the stars, four
minutes shorter than the normal day as mea-
sured from the sun.

SIGNAL CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT - Devices which
take source signals from telemetry sensors
and transducers and put them in proper format
for transmission to the ground.

SILS - Shipboard Impact Location System

SIM - Simulation (see definition)
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SIl.l NET - Simulations Network

SIM NET SIM - Simulated Network Simulation

Sn{ULATION - Operating test under conditions
designed to duplicate actual use, with possi-
ble "emergenciest' and "malfunctions" delib-
erately introduced for training purposes.

SINGLE PLANE SEPARATION MODE - Separation of
two stages of a booster at only one point
between the two stages (see STAGING. )

SIS - Scientific Instrumentation System (see
definition)

SIU - Sequence Initiate UPdlate

SKIN TRACKING - Tracking bY radar

SKIRT - See ADAPrER SKIRT

SL - Starline
SLA - SpacecrafL/I)'rl Adapter (see definition)
SLANT RANGE - Distance of booster or spacecraft

from launch site or tracking station after
liftoff, measured in a straight line from
ground to vehicle.

SLOSHING - Back-and-forth splashing of liquid
fuel or oxidizer in booster tanks, which can
create problems of stability anil flight con-
trol in the vehicle.

SLOS - Star Line-of-Sight
SLTC - Spacecraft Landing Time Countdown

SLV - Saturn Launch Vehicle (see SATURN IB,
SATURN V)

SM - Service Module

SMI - Service Module rnsertion
SM.IC - Service Module Jettison Controller
SMP - Surmary Maneuver Plan

SM-RCS - Service Module Reaction Control System

SMSC - Service Module Sequence Controller
SNR - Signal-to-Noise Ratio

SNU - S-M (stage) Initiation Uptlate

S/O - Switchover; Signoff; Shutoff

SOFAR NET - Hydrophone system used to provide
impact location of re-entry vehicles by mea-
suring the arrival of sound waves through
the ocean. SOFAR is Sound Fixing and Rang-
ing.

['q
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SOIL TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENI - PATI Of thc SCiCN-

tific instrumentation system; an instrurlent
for rneasuring lunar surface temperature and
temperatures below the surface.

SOLAR FLARES - Violent, sudden disturbances of
the sunrs surface, resulting in a sharp
increase in high-energy radiation in certain
regions of space, depending on where the
flare occurs. See SOLAR STORMS.

SOLAR PARTICLE AIERT NETWORK - A network of
telescopes trained on the sun which will
maintain a watch for sunspot activity during
Apollo missions, particularly the lunar mis-
sion, in order to give astronauts sufficient
warning of the bursts of intense radiation
in space which accompany sunspots. Astro-
nauts exploring the moon's surface would have
about 12 hours warning, more than enough to
return to the lunar module, and if the
strength of the radiation were sufficient, to
return to the command module in lunar orbit.

SOLAR STORMS - Storms of electrical particles
hurled out by the sun during solar d.isturb-
ances (see SOLAR FLARES) raising radiation
levels in space to a dangerous level- for
astronauts if they are outside the protection
of the spacecraft.

SOLAR WIND EXPERII{EMI - ALSEP (see definition)
experiment to measure the energy range of
protons and electrons flowing from the sun
(solar L)ind.) .

SOLENOID - A coil of closely-wound wire sur-
rounding an iron bar which is free to move
under the magnetism of the coil when the coil
is electrified; used in a nrunber of remote
controls for valves, antenna, tracking sys-
tems, etc.

SOLID FUEL - Rocket propellant containing both
fuel and oxidizer combined into a solid,
plastic-like cake called a qrain, used in
Saturn booster ullage and retrorockets and
in the spacecraft launch escape system rocket
motors.

SOM - Suborbital Mission

SOP - Standard Operating Procedure; Simulation
Operations PLan

SOUTH VANDENBURG - Site of DoD-Western Test
Range Station (see CAL).

SOV - Shutoff Valve
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SP - Static Pressurei Solid Propellant (see
definition)

SPA - Signal Processor Assedbly; servo Power
Assembly; S-Band Power Amplifier

SPACECRAFT - The conunand, lunar and service
modules as dj-sting'uished from the Saturn
launch vehicle.

SPACECRAFT COMMANDER - The conunnder of the
three-man Apollo crew, occupying the left-
hand couch in the command module and probably
the left position in the lunar module. He is
first in seniority and cross-trained in the
ski1ls of both the conunand module pilot and
lunar npdule pilot. He runs the mission from
the standpoint of the crew, performs nost of
the actual burns in the spacecraft, and is
one of two men who descend to the lunar sur-
face during the lunar mission.

SPACECRMT/W ADAPTER - The 28-foot high tapered
cylinder between the service module and the
launch vehicle instrument unit which encloses
the lunar nodule during launch and earth
orbit. After translunar injection, a deto-
nating fuse separates the conrnand and service
module of the spacecraft frorn the boosterrs
third stage (s-rvB) and the lunar npdule.
As the CSM turns around to dock with the
lunar module, explosive charges and spring-
loaded cables open the four hinged sections
of the SLA like the petals of a flower. The
CSM pulls the lunar module out of the SLA.

SPACE RADIATOR - T\to 3o-square-foot panels on
the outside of the service module, using
exposure to the cold of space to cool the
water glycol, which in turn is used as a
spacecraft coolant. The water glycol flows
through sets of thin-walled tubes in the
radiators. (See WATER GLYcoL)

SPAN - Solar Particle Alert Network (see defi-
nition)

SPECIFIC II\'IPULSE - An expression of the perform-
ance limit of rocket propellants arrived at
by dividing the thrust in pounds by the
weight flow rate in pounds-per-second. The
result is expressed in seconds.

SPECIMEN COMAINER - Sma11 container to be fil-
led with lunar material and brought back to
earth for analysis; sealed against air and
bacteria.

the top of the booster's propellant tanks
together and transmits thrust to the upper
stages.

SPLASHDOWN - ImPact of spacecraft on the ocean
during landing.

SPS - Service Propulsion System (see defini-
tion) ; Secondary Propulsion Systen

SPU - Servj-ce ProPulsion Unit

SQUIB - Srnall pyrotechnic device whj-ch produces
heat, used for ignitiont not to be confused
with a detonator, which exPlodes.

SRA - Spin Reference Axis

SRCS - Stabilization and Reaction Control Sub-
systems

SRO - Superintendent (Supervisor) of Range

Operations

SS - Signal Strength; SubsYstem

SSA - Spacesuit AssemblY

SSB - Single Sideband (see SIDEBAND)

SSc - Sensor Signal Conditioner

SSECO - Second-Stage Engine Cutoff

SSI - Second Stage Ignition
SSM - Spacecraft SYStems Monitor

SSR - Staff Support Room (in the MCC)

SSSA - Spacecraft System Support Area

SSTO - Second-Stage Tailoff (see TAILOFF)

SSU - switch Selector UP,alate

STA - Station
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM - System which

provides control and monitorinq of the space-
craft attitude, thrust vector control of the
service propulsion engine and a backup iner-
tial reference system. For automatic con-
trol, RCS thrusters and the service propul-
sion engine gimbal are actuated; for manual
operation, the inforrnation on angular dis-
placement and angular rate is fed to crert
displays. separate systems are located in
the conrmand and lunar modules.

STABILIZED GYROSCOPE - One which is stabilized
so as to effect coincidence between the ver-
tical axis of the gyro itself and the
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SPIDER BEAM - Spider-like framework which holds
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vertical with respect to earth as established
by a weighted pendutumi or' in another axis'
tire gyro may be stabilized with respect to
the electromagnetic field surrounding the

earth or with the true north direction
through aPProPriate comPuters'

STABILIZED PLATFoRM - Major part of Apollo iner-
tial measurement unit, composed of a plat-
form stabitized by three gyroscopes in a

fixed position relative to a predetermined
reference point' Six accelerometers mounted

on it perpendicular to each other measure

acceleration along the X' y' ot z axis; the

measurements are fed into a computer to
determine velocity and position in space'

STAGE - Independent propulsive section of a

launch vehicle which is jettisoned when

depleted of its fuel'

STAGING - Separation of burned-out stage from

remainder of the vehicle' In the Saturn IB'
staging occurs at 37-40 miles altitude'
assisted by four retrorockets on the first
stage which slow its flight after the sepa-

ration. In the Saturn V, the first stage
drops away at about 38 rniles altitude' slowed

by eight retrorockets, and the second stage's
aft interstage drops 30 seconds later (dual

plane separaiion) ' The second staging point
is at ablut 114 miles altitude' assisted by

four retrorockets on the second stage'

STAID - Station Identification
STANDBY REDUDANCY - Applies to a system where

the alternate or backup method is not used

unless the PrimarY sYstern fails'

STATIONARY ORBIT - SCE SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT

STATIoN KEEPING - Rernaining in a particular'
precise orbit with a constant velocity'
-usualry at a given distance frorn a companion

bodY or another sPacecraft'

StF - S-Band Temperature Farenheit

SUAR - Start Unload Address Register

SUIT SYSTEM - Part of the envirorunental control
system which automatically controls suit
o-*yg..t circulation, pressure' and tempera-

tuie, and removes debris' excess noisture
and carbon dioxide from the oxygen as it
recirculates. Suit system remains in opera-

tion even r"rhen the crew is out of pressure

suits, and serves to remove carbon dioxide

I
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SUNSPoT CYCLE - An 11.1 year (average) cycle in
the frequency and size of solar disturbances
or sunspots. The number of sunspots each

year rises from a minimum of I0 or less to a

maximum of 50 to 140 about four years later'
then declines more slowlY.

SUPER GUPPY - Worldrs largest airplane, a four-
engined aircraft developed by Aero Space-
lines, Inc. specifically for air transport
of the Saturn S-fVB staqe, the instrunent
unit and the spacecrafb/I'Nt adapter' It has

an inside diameter of 25 feet and a length
of more than 14I feet; tail height is almost
five stories about the ground'

SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR EXPERIMENT - ALSEP

(see definition) experiment to study lunar
ionosphere.

SURGE TANK - Tank in the left-hand equipment bay

of the command module which provides oxygen
for earth atmosphere re-entry and descent,
after separation of the conunand and service
modules from each other.

SW - Sea watert Switch

s!{B - Meteorological Groupr Suitland, Maryland

SWBD - Switchboard

SWD - Single Word Dump (see TAPE DUMP)

SwE - Solar Wind Experiment (see definition)

SWIMMER'S UMBILICAL - Part of the tether which
ties the sea marker to the command module as

it floats in the oceani carries an electri-
cal connection (phone plug) to allow recov-
ery-crew frogrmen to talk to the flight crew

inside the sPacecraft.

Sw/o - Switchover

SxT - Sextant

SYNC - SYnchronize

SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT - One in which a spacecraft
or satellite matches speed and direction
(\"rest-to-east) with the earth's rotation' so

that it remains over one spot on the ground

at all times.

SYS - SYSten
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T-TIME - Any specific time, minus or plus' dur-
ing launch countdown, referenced to "T" as

the moment of ignition'
TANGENIIAI ELLIPSE - Transfer ellipse frorn earth

orbit to lunar orbit, designed to intercept
those orbits at the smallest possible angle
and to use a minimurn of fuel' Also called
Hohmann Transfer.

TAN - Tananarive MSFI{ station (see below)

TANANARWE - Tananarive, Malagasy Republic' site
of MSFN station, equipped with C-Band radar'
voige and telernetry capability for near-earth
orbital rnission suPPort'

TAPE DUIqP - The playback of telemetry data (from

operational systems or biomedical sensors)
which has been stored ternporarily on a 14-
track tape recorder aboard the spacecraft'
done when the spacecraft is in convenient
range of a ground receiving station'

TARGET - The passive Partner in rendezvous' on

the outbound portion of the lunar mission'
the lunar module will be the passive target
for the maneuvering command module during
rendezvous and docking' After lunar landingt
the roles are reversed, and the command

rrpdule becomes a passive target for the
naneuvering lunar module'

TB - Total Burn (total length of ttrrusting
period)

TBAFT - Total Burn (tj-rne) of Al'T-firing thrust-
ers.

TBFWD - Total Burn (tine) of radial firing
thrusters

TC - Thrust Chamber; Teleconurunications; Ther-
ttocouple; Translation Controller (see defi-
niti,on)

rcA - Thrust Chanber (or Translation Controller)
Assetnbly (see clefinition)

T€FP - Thrust Chamber Fuel Purge (see PURGE)

TCFV - Thrust ctnniber Fuel Valve

rcOA - Translational Control A

TCOB - Translational ConLrol B

rcOP - Thrust Chamber Oxidizer Purge (see PURGE)

TCOV - Thrust Charnber Oxidizer Valve

-T
TCP - Thrust Chamber Pressurei Telemetry Control

Position
TCS - Teleconrnunications System (see defini-

tion) ; Temperature Control Systern

T&D - Tracking and Data

TE - Transearth (see definition)
TEC - Transearth Coast

TEI - Transearth fnsertion
TEO - Transearth Orbit
TELECOMMTTNICATIONS SYSTEM - Systern which pro-

vides voice, television, telemetry, and
tracking and ranging conununications between
spacecraft and ground, between connand and
lunar npdules, between astronauts e:rploring
the lunar surface and spacecraft, and between
suited astronauts in the spacecraft. It
includes the central timing equipment.

TELEIIETRY - The technigue of sensing everything
from astronaut blood pressure to the strength
of the earthrs magnetic field, transforming
the information into coded signals, and
transmitting it to a ground station where it
is decoded and fed into a cornputer for tabu-
lation and readout. Telemetry rneasures the
quantity or degree of such things as vehicle
performance, medical information, tempera-
ture, pressure, radiation, velocity, heat
rate, and angle of attack of the spacecraft.

TELEVISION CAI{ERA - The spacecraft TV c.rmera can
be positioned in one of ttrree locations or
hand held, and transmits a video sigmal by
Unified S-Band which must be processed to be
made compatible with cormnercial television
stations. It will be transformed to the
lunar module during lunar e:<ploration, and
left mounted on the descent stage of the
lunar module on the nrcon.

TERMINAL COUIiI:I - Last half-hour to hour of the
launch countdown.

TERUIIIAL GUIDANCE - Guidance required in the
last phase of spacecraft rendezvous.

TERMINAI PHASE INITIATE - The beginning of the
last phase of rendezvous between lunar and
corunand modules, as they rnatch orbits with
each other.

TERMINATOR - Line separating the sunlit and dark
portions of the rponrs surface.
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THRUST VECTOR - The direction of thrust. ThrustTET - Transearth Trajectory (see TRANSEARTH)

TEx - Corpus Christi- MSFN station (see below).

TEXAS - Corpus Christi, Texas site of MSFN sta-
tion, equipped with S-Band facilities and a
3O-foot antenna for earth-orbital and limited
lunar mission support.

TF - Tirne to Function
TFE - Time from Event.

TFL - Time From Launch

TGD - Trajectory and Guidance Data (see TRAJEC-
TORY)

TGET - Target Ground Elapsed Time (rendezvous)

TGT - Target (rendezvous - see definition)
THERMAL LOAD - Expansion or contraction stresses

(or both) imposed on booster or spacecraft
structure because of aerodynamic heat,ing or
the supercold of cryogenic propellants in the
tanks.

THERMAL MICROMETEOROID GARMENT - BulKy outeT
garment covering pressure suit and backpack,
worn by crewnen exploring the lunar surface
for protection from extremes of heat and
micrometeoroids. Made of lightweight felt
and aluminized mylar, it linits the heat leak
into the suit to about 250 BTU's per hour.

THERMISTER - A temperature sensitive resistor
with a negative temperature coefficient of
resistance.

THERMOCOUPLE - Device which converts thermal
energy directly to electrical energry; con-
sists of two metals side-by-side which pro-
duce a current when heated. The strength of
t-he current can be rneasured to produce a
temperature reading.

THERMoDYNAMICS - stualy of the relationships
between heat and mechanical energ'y.

THRUST - Push. The force developed by a rocket
engine, measured by multiplying the propel-
lant mass flow rate by the exhaust, velocity
relative to the vehicle, and expressed in
pounds.

THRUST CHAI\,IBER - The combustion chamber of a
rocket engine; the place where fuel is burned
in the presence of an oxidizer to produce
high velocity gases, which exit through the
engine nozzl.e to produce thrust.

I
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vector control is achieved by moving one or
more gimbal-mounted engines so that the
direction of thrust can be changed in rela-
tion to the spacecraft or booster's center
of gravity, producing a turning movement.
(Small engine thrusters, such as the RCS

thrusters, are mounted in sets, aimed in dif-
ferent directions, rather than on gimbal-s.)

THRUST-WEIGHT RATIO - Term used to express
engine performance, and obtained by dividing
the thrust output by the engine's dry weight.

TIC - Telemetry Instrumentation Controller (see
TELEMETRY)

TICC - Telemetry Instrumentation Control Console
(see TELEMETRY)

TIGN - Time of Ignition
TIME - Time Subsystem

TIME HACK - Specific moment, especially during
countdor,rn, which is cal1ed out so that all
operations personnel involved can synchronize
their tine count.

TIN-CANNING - Various metal contraction noises,
pressure bleedoff sounds, etc. which a large
booster such as Saturn makes when it is fuel-
ed and ready for liftoff.

TJM - Tower Jettison Motor (see definition)
TK - Track (see TRACKING)

TL - Translunar (see clefinition)
T/L - TaLk/Listen
TLC - Translunar Coast

TLI - Translunar Injection
TLM - Telemetry (see definition)
TLO - Translunar Orbit
TLT - Translunar Trajectory
TM - Telemetry (see definition)
T/M - TaLk/Monitor

Tl4C - Telenetry Monitor Console (in MCC)

ll,lCC - Telemetry Monitoring and Control Console
(in Mcc)

TIttG - Thermal lticrometeoroid Garment (see defi-
nition)

TMR - Triple Modular Redundancy (see definition)
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Tt'lS - Telemetry Multiplexing System (see MULTI_
PLEXING)

TO - Booster Li-ftoff Tirne

TOI - Transfer Orbit Insertion (see TRANSFER
ORBIT)

TOMCAT - Telemetry On-Line Monitoring, Compres_
sj-on and Transmission (System)

TOPPING OEF - Replacing fuel or oxidizer lost byboiloff in the booster tanks shortly beforeignition; replacing Rp-l as it is consurned
during thrust buildup just before the first
movement of liftoff (done by automatic pad
equipment).

TORQUING COMMAND - Command given to spacecraft
gyros to maintain attitude of the spacecraft.

TORR - Term expressing pressure (replacement forold "millirneter of mercury,' or "mm of Hg")
and equal to the pressure of a miltimeter ofMercury at standard gravity and zero degrees
c.

TOWER JETTISON MOTOR - Launch escape system
motor which provides a 1-second, 32,OOO poundthrust to discard the escape tower when it isno longer needed. (see LAUNCH BSCAPE SyS_
TEM. )

TP - Turbopump (see definition)
TPA - Turbopunp Assembly

TPF - Velocity Match Maneuver (during rendez_
vous )

TPI - Terminal phase Initiate (rendezvous _ seedefinition)
TPM - Tank pressure Moni_tor

T,/R - Transmit/Receive; Transmitter/Receiver;
Time to Retrofire

TRACKING - Following a spacecraft or booster byradar, optical si_ghting or photography.
TRAJECTORY - Flight path traced by space vehicle

under power or as a result of power.
TRANSCEfVER - Unit combining radio or radar

transmitter and receiver into one unit, asis used in a trayrsponder.
TRANSDUCER - Device which converts energy from

one form to another; it is actuated by energry
from one transmission system and supplies iito another system in a different form, such

as a microphone or loudspeaker, which trans-
forms electrical energy to acoustj_cal (sound)
energy. See THERMOCOUPLE as another example.

TRANSEARTH - Phase of flight from lunar orbit to
earth orbit, or re-entry. rlne transearth
trajeetory is the flight path from moon to
earth.

TRANSFER ELLIPSE, TRANSFER oRBTT - see TANGEN-
TIAI ELLIPSE; HOHMANN TRANSFER.

TRANSFER TUNNEL - passageway between lunar and
command modules when they are docked, for
transfer of astronauts from one to the other,
reached by forward tunnel hatches in the
command module, and a hatch in the LM.

TRANSLATION - propelling spacecraft from one
given position to another. Ty,anslation eon_
trollez,s are T-shaped handles in the CM which
control translation maneuvers.

TRANSLUNAR - Conunonly-used term referring to the
portion of the lunar flight from Earth orbit
to lunar orbit; technically incorrect since
the term means space outside the moonrs orbit
about the earth.

TRANSPONDER - Radio or radar device triggered by
a received signal of a certain freguency
whj.ch transmj_ts or returns the signals to the
interrogator automatically; used in positive
tracking and identification. There are four
C-Band transponders around the command
module.

TRANSPOSITION AllD DOCKING MANEI'VER - Turnaround
of conmand service module to dock with the
lunar module inunediately after separation of
CSM and LM.

TRC - Countdown Recycle Time

TRfDOP - Triangulation Doppler (see DOPPLER)

TRIPLE MODULAR REDUDANCY - A computer system for
correction of random failures or errors
whereby three identical circuits provide
outputs of the sarne information which are
then autonatically compared; where one does
not agree, the computer ,'votes" and the
majority rules.

TRK - Tracking
TRS - Time Reference System (spacecraft)
TRW - Time, Radius and Velocity Vector
TS - Telecomnunications Systern (see definition)
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TTB - Time to Blackout (re-entry)

TTc - Tine to Control; Telemetry, Tracking and

Command

TTCA - Ttrrust/Translation Controller Assembly
(SEE TRANSI,ATION)

TTE - Time to Event

TTY - TeletYPe

TUMBLING - Unsatisfactory situation in which
spacecraft somersaults, nose-over-blunt end,
along its flight Path.

TUNNEL PRESSURI - Atmosphers (oxygen) pressure
in the tunnel connecting the conunand and
lunar modules. (see TRANSFER TUNNEL')

TURBOPUMP - Turbine-driven pump which supplies
oxidizer and fuel to launch vehicle engine
thrust chambers at the required pressures and

flow rates.
TURK - See GRAND TIIRK

TV - Television System Monitor

TVC - Thrust Vector Control (see THRUST VECTOR)

IVCS - Thrust Vector Control System (see THRUST

VECTOR)

TVSl,l - Television SYstem Monitor

TWX - Teletypewriter Message

TX - Tine to Reset; Transrnit; Transmitter;
Transmission

TXR - Transmitter

UA - Urinalysis
UC - Uplink Corunand (see UPLINK)

ttDL - Updata Link (see definition)
tDMH - Unslzmmetrical Dimethyl Hydrazine (see

itef inition)
IDOP - Ultra-high frequency Doppler

LJFS - Unified Frequency System

UHF - Ultra-High Erequency (300-3000 nc)

UK - Unitecl Kingdom

ULLAGE - The volume in a tank above the surface
of the stored liquid (usually fuel), partial-
Iy a function of temperature. An uLlage
maneuDe? is a quick forward thrust of the
launch vehicle or spacecraft, made before

'rl-l.c-
tl firing the main engi_nes in order to shift the
I 

- 
propellant to the rear of the fuel tanks so

' I that it witl feed properly. ULLage roekets
I are sma1l rockets, burning solid fuel, used

I to impart forward thrust for an ullage man-

'- 
euver. There are eight ullage rockets on

f the Saturn Vrs S-If aft interstage, and two
I main-engine ullage rockets plus a pair of

smaller ones for the ApS engines on the S-
-- M stage. The Saturn IBrs S-fVB stage has

i I three main ullage rockets and two ApS ultageI I engines.

I
UMBTLICAL - (1) any of the servicing electrical

or fluid lines between the ground (or tower)
and the spacecraft or booster, used during
Iar:rrch preparation. These tonbilical eoy,ds
or eonnections are ejected immediately before
or during the first instant of launch. An
unbilical se?uiee arm o? suing arm Ls a
metal arm supporting the service lines, and
fastened to the urnbilical tower by a hinged
joint. (2) the oxygen hose and electrical
power cable between astronaut pressure suit
and spacecraft and an oxygen line to the
backpack.

UNSYMMETRICAL DIMETHYL HYDRAZINE - Component of
Aerozine; see AEROZINE.

UPDATA LrNK - UIF/FM unified S-Band receiver
and decoding device (updata digital decoder)
on spacecraft which receives data from ground
stations, decodes it and routes it to the
proper system.

UPL - UpIinK (see UPLTNK DATA)

UPLINK DATA, OR UPDATA - Telemetry information
from ground to spacecraft.

t'PRATED SATURN - The Saturn fB launch vehicle,
which was uprated from the no-longer-used
Saturn I development vehicle.

UPRIGHTING SYSTEM - Three air bags, inflated by
smal1 compressors, located in the forward
compartment of the cormand rnodule, which can
be inflated to right the spacecraft if it
lands apex-down in the ocean after re-entry.

UPTL - Uplink Telemetry

UR - Uprange

ps - Microsecond (rnillionth)
USB - Unified S-Band (see S-BAND)
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USBE - Unified S-Band Equipment

USBS - Unified S-Band System

USNS - United States Navy Ship

USWB - United States Weather Bureau

UT - Universal Time

UTL - Up Teleconununications Switch (in cormnand
module)

V - Velocity; Voice; Verb; Volt
AV - (pronounced "Delta V") Velocity Change

V-A - VERI,ORT Azimuth (see VERLORT)

VAB - Vertical Assembly Building (see defini-
tion)

VAC - Volts Alternating Current
VAL - Validation
VAN - Vanguard DOD-Western Test Range station

(see below).
VANGUARD - USNS Vanguard, Apol1o Support Ship

equipped with S-Band facilities for earth
orbital and limited lunar mission support.

\lA.N ALLEN BELTS - Two dougtrnut-shaped bands of
high-energy charged particles trapped in the
earthts rnagnetic field. The lower edge of
the inner belt ranges from about 100 miles
altitude (near the magnetic poles) to npre
than 1,000 miles (at the equator). The upper
edge of the outer belt ext,ends to about
40,000 miles at the equator.

VANDENBURG - South Vandenburg, Ca1if., site of
DoD-Western Test Range station, (see CAI).

VAP - Vehicle (spacecraft) Antenna Position
VCO - Voltage Controlled Oscillator
VCS - Voice Control Switch

VD - Voice Data

VDC - Volts Direct Current
VDTCF - Voice Data Technical Control Facility
V-E - VERLORT Elevation (see VERLORT)

VECO - Vernier Engine Cutoff (see VERNIEn
ENGINE)

VECTOR - Magnitude of speed plus direction.
Used as short form of ueloeity uectoy,, which
is the speed of the vehiclers center of

gravity at a certain point on the flight
futn, ana the angle between tlle local ver-
iicat and the diiection of the speed' Vector

cont"oL or l)eetor steeri'ng is controlling
the flight of the booster by tilting one or
nore girbal-nounted thrust chambers to change

the direction of thrust and produce a turn-
ing movement.

VEDS - Vehicle Emergency Detection System

VEH - Vehicle (booster or sPacecraft)

VEL - velocitY (see ctefinition)

VELOCITY - Pate of nption (speed) in a given

direction. (see VECTOR' )

VEIOCITY CHANGE II{DICATOR - SPacecraft indicator
which shows velocity change renaininqt crew

can insert desired velocity change and can

oPerate the SPS engine through this device'

vER - Verification; VerifY

VERIoRT - very rrong Range Trackinq (nadar)

VERNIER ENGINE - Rocket engine of snall thrust
used primarily to obtain fine adjustments in
velocity and trajectory of booster or space-

craft' Just after final cutoff of the main

engines.

VERTICAI, ASSEII,TBLY BUILDING - ThC 526-fOOt high,
7 L/2-acre building on Merritt Island' larg-
est marunade structure in the \"orld' used to
stack and assemble the stages and sections
of the Saturn v booster and Apollo space-
craft. The builclingl including high- and

low-bay areas' is 716 by 518 feet; it would

swallow the Pentagon and the Chicago Mer-

chandise Mart. Four Saturn v'lApollos could
be assembled in the high bay simultaneously'

VF - Verification of Function

VFC - Voice Freguency Channel

VGP - Vehicle Ground Point

VHAA - VerY High Altitude Abort

VHF - Very High Frequency (30 -3OO negacycles);
see below for use of VFIF channels from

sPacecraft.

Vnfrzar'l TRANSCEIVER - Provides two-way voice
comnunication between spacecraft and ground

stations in near-earth orbit' between lunar
and conunand modules and between astronaut
outside spacecraft and spacecraftt is also
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ITARNTNG STREAMERS - Protective covers for space

the backup voice circuit between corrunand vehicre protuberances and apertures l'rhich are

module urrd ,".ov"ii-i"t""", and backup for I f removed before fliqht'

recovery beacon. 
rry relesp' 

I I 
'TASTE 

MANAGEI'{ENT sysrEM - system which collects

'HF/FM 
TRANSMTTTER - Transmits pcr,I teremetry and disposes of or stores body waste from

from spacecratt to 
-gr;oia 

"t"io"" i" ""-u'- I I lt''!l'I; "f:?l"T*i'rl".l!"ll;l'.T:"3*earth orbit. I I equiprnent Lay; grine is stored temporarily

"*^fl:T:""":::",""Til':; ;H"::il:i:=-:ii":- , : *j":r*:":h'n'::;":"?::: ;::l$i:"""""

"*='Jnil'^*J:":':"" ", :yi, one connecred I ,,:l:";::::Tr:::," :H:::':;" erhvre13
"*:ili:tJr,:"*;';;ii:1,1?F'Ti,li"i L* , r - 

:1"::i"":::,::;;":,:::i:.is"iil3li; .i! "
rhe vHF,/N4 rransceiver ::.1^l:^:"^lliX""= " I sfa." raaiators (see clefinition) '
i;;";;;i .'oice circuit or beacon ilurins !
recovery. m"v .r.'litl*ti..rry cleployecl a I vnrER MANAGET'{ENT sysrEM - system which collects

i",o """o,'a" "rt"r 
tnl rnain parachut"= ";'i'. - -1 I f il:":*r"::l*"3J":::.:: i."1;t:T;:;;;'

vHF REcovERy BEAcoN - rransmit:::_":1:nr:::f::" t I I i""r.,-""a collects waste water_-::iu:1=:u tt"'
IIIIg-v! rlY'_- -

"?'^in"-.""i.nd 
modure by recovery forces I : -waste-water tank, where it i"_:n""?:l 1"

afrer sptashdown. I steam and vented.overboard. :n: t_::.]-:1^lt:::
tic tube and delivery valve through which the

vr - Insertion Velocity 
""it"i""a"- 

Jrinf is Lne uater deLiuerA assem-

vi - v"Iocity rnertiar -J-- bLA.

vrsoRs - A doubre ser of tintea -;o1:::-::: ::i.. r lsArERrowN - usNs watertown' oo?-*:::.:"-1::'
ORS-Aqewrs-v'
bubble hermet or tio-""iro-naut ?:::=X:.,:"tt' 

-r 
Ranqe trackiis strip equipped with S-Banil

DUgIg

worn to protect the eyes from grare whire 
I r."iliti." roi earlrt orlitar and limited

.*pf"ri"g the lunar surface. Ill lunar mission support.

vorcE_opERArED REr,Ay _ rransmft/:::-::::^:r:: lI IBVEGUTDE _ A sysrem of boundaries capable of
:il;ffi;r'll-.ot".":i.:'ll "::::::1,,:?" -T- euidine waves.
;H=:^l';i"ilv-it'"-""'-a or the astronaut's I

voice and returns tl::i"ltr"ti when the sound 

- 

wB - wicleband

ceases. + wBD - wideband data

v-cft&R - vERIoRT-on Track and Range (see vER- ' :, SBDL - wiileband Data Link
raRT) f f wErcrrr Frow RATE - The flow rate of a liquid

vox - voice-operated Relay (see definition) I I propellant e:q>ressed in pounds per second'

V-R - VERLORT Range (see VERLORT) 
- 

Vc - Water Glycol (see definition)

vRB - vrfi.Recovery Beacon (see definition) 
f t 

VH - watt-Bour

vsE - vehicre systems Engineer I - v6IrTE NorsE - static; radio noise containing the

vSM - video Switching l{atrix (in MCC - see whole sPectrum of freq'encies'

FoREwoRD) 
L'Y 'F---- 

I wHrTE RooM - crean room, free of dust or con-

VIO - Velocity of Tailoff (see TAILoFF) I taminants' in which assembly or preparation

VXr VY' VZ - Velocity component in x' y and z

direction (see W-r,OCffi) f WHITE SANDS MISSIIJ RANGE - Site used for eval-

I ".tins 
the launch escaPe =v::"::^:"t.::i::l:^

W 
- tests and other operations of NASA, including

ll a DoD-Eastern Test Range tracking station'
w - watt; worcl; weigh 

f Io5
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eguippecl with C-Band radar for near-earth
oiUit"f mission support' Located at White

Sands, N.M.

!,tHS - White Sands, N.M. tracking station (see

above)

wILCo - WilI comPlY

wINDow - Limited period of time cluring which a

booster can be launched if it is to accom-

plish its mission Oaunch uindou) i area at
ii*it of earth's atnosphere through which a

spacecraft on a given trajectory.must pass

for a successful re-enLty (r'e-entry uindau\ '

WMS - Waste Management System; Water Management

System (see definition)
wOM - woomera' Australia MSFN Station (see be-

Iow)

WOOMERA - woomera, Australia, site of MSFN sta-
tion operated for NASA by the Australian
oepartment of Supply, equipped.with C-Band

radar for near-earth orbital mission support'

WPM - Words Per Minute

wPS - words Per Second

WSMR - White Sands Missile Range (see defini-
tion)

WSTT. - White Sands Test FacilitY

WIN - USNS watertown, DoD-western Test Range

tracking station (see WATERTOWN)

WIR - western Test nange (DoD) i range extending
from Vandenburg AFB, Calif' launching site'

WWV - National Bureau of Standards' Time Station

wx - Sometimes used to designate U' S' Weather

Bureau

X - Prefix meaning "trans'"
X-AXIS - Longitudinal axis running from nose

through base of the spacecraft; associated
with roll naneuvers, in which the spacecraft
rolls or sPins around its X-axis'

xcvR - Transceiver (see definition)

)(DUCER - Transducer (see ctefinition)

YEo - Execute

XFER - Transfer

)(FMR - Transformer

r XMIT - Transmit

I XMITR - Transmitter

I xPNDR oR xPoNDER - Transponder (see definition)

XSTR - Transistor
I xrAL - crvstar
t 

"-tr"" 
- 

-so*"tim"" 
used for T-Time (see defini-

tion)
I XTNL cR - Externar counEer
I x, Y, z - cartesian coordinates for distance'

velocitY or acceleration
Y- il Y - Yaw Deviation or cross-range deviation, off-

range

YAW - Sideways twist of the spacecraft, rotating
around its vertical (Z) axis, measured in
degrees. A lateral movement.

Y-AXIS - The lateral axis running through the
spacecraft, from side to side parallel to the
eirth. Associated with pitch maneuvers, in
which the spacecraft turns or twists about
its Y-axis.

YD - Yaw Deviation

YTA - Yaw Trim Angle

YI\/ - Yaw Thrust Vector

Z - Letter designation for spacecraft station'

Z-AXIS - The vertical axis running tlrrough the
spacecraft at right angles to the earth'
Associated with yaw naneuvers, in which the
spacecraft turns or twists about its Z-axis'

ZERO - In a countdown, the moment of booster
ignition.

ZERO GRAVITY OR ZERO G - Weightlessness'

zLV - zero-Length Vector

ZODIACAI LIGHT - Planes or wings of faint light
which extend on either side of the sun,
approximately on the plane of the ecliptic'
visible after sunset and before sunrise' An

extensj-on of the outer solar atmosphere'

zvLV - Time readj-ng based on Greenwich Mean

Time. A11 space flights are coordinated
according to ZuIu, or GMT time'

z
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